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Abstract
The Operations Control Center of Boston's Central Artery (I-93)/Third Harbor Tunnel (1-90)
construction project, a complex traffic management system due for completion around the turn of
the century, was researched and designed from the viewpoint of traffic and facility monitoring.
In this thesis, the human factors engineering design methods that were applied to the Operations
Control Center (OCC) consisted of three components-(1) task analysis, (2) critical operations
identification, and (3) operating procedure development.
Task analysis was completed by identifying and evaluating all equipment, functions, and
possible operations of the OCC. This step provided a structured diagram of the OCC operator
action-decision process as well as a full description of all human and machine tasks necessary in
the operation of the control center. Using the task analysis results, critical operations were
identified as areas or tasks in which the system was placed under conditions posing a higher
potential for error during operation. This stage also provided the sources of possible error which
cause these operations to be critical. The development of procedures for OCC operation included
evaluating the needs of the operator for a procedural aid. Design guidelines for the writing of
these operating procedures were developed for both hard copy and computer-based use. The
procedures use multiple levels of detail in order to accommodate all skill ranges of users. The
procedures were also designed to account for the diversity in conceivable OCC incidents in which
the operator encounters incomplete information.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Thomas B. Sheridan
Professor of Engineering and Applied Psychology
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Boston Central Artery/Tunnel Project
1.1.1 Project Description
The focus of this study involves the project in Boston, Massachusetts in which Interstates 90 and
93 are being reconstructed and expanded. The project is designed to create a new 1-93, known as
the Boston's Central Artery, that will possess greater traffic capacity and will pass through the
city primarily underground. The new I-90 will be extended all the way to Boston's Logan
Airport by way of a new tunnel through Boston Harbor. This tunnel is known as the Third
Harbor Tunnel. Figure 1.1 portrays a general overview of the scope of the Central Artery (I-
93)/Third Harbor Tunnel (1-90) construction project. The Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T) project
is a joint venture between the Federal Highway Administration and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
from "Now You See It. Now You Don't."
Figure 1.1: CA/T Project Overview Map
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1.12 The Operations Control Center
A traffic system of such complexity as the CA/T requires a precise and detailed method of
control. The Operations Control Center (OCC) (see location on Figure 1.1) is the center from
which this control of the CA/T will take place. It is from this location that OCC operators will
monitor and manage the activities of the CA/T system.
Although the general concept of a control center for the operations of a system is not new, it has
not been applied to a great number of traffic systems in the past. Relatively speaking, the
management of traffic is a new notion. The United States currently has only a handful of
functional traffic management systems and most of them have not been in existence for very long.
The Central Artery/Tunnel will be the most complex management system of all comprising
numerous traffic functions as well as facility operations. Other fields have come before
automotive ground traffic in the establishment of centers of operations control. Of these areas,
some of the most common include the nuclear power station control and air traffic control.
The basic configuration of the OCC of the CA/T includes a large System-Wide Display screen to
be viewed by all operators in the OCC. The screen will project the status of traffic and selected
facilities on the roads composing the CA/T. The OCC will also consist of group of overhead
monitors displaying the sections of the roadway via the CA/T video system. Finally, the
Operations Control Center contains several operator consoles from which each operator may
access all necessary displays and controls necessary to interact appropriately with the CA/T
system. Each operator's console is made up of a computer processor with two Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) color displays and six video monitors for viewing the CA/T system. In the event of failure
of the OCC, a Back-up OCC exists (shown in Figure 1.1).
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Research
As a system becomes more complex, it requires that more operations be performed, both by
human and machine, in order to complete a task. A system with greater capabilities mandates a
greater need for organized control of all of its individual components and operations. In the
Central Artery/Tunnel, the Operations Control Center is that form of organized control. To
ensure the proper level of accuracy in the performance of tasks by the human and machine
elements, the OCC must be designed such that during its operation it facilitates the safe control of
the CA/T subsystems.
Designing the Operations Control Center is a task consisting of many intricate steps. Some of the
most important of those steps relate to designing the OCC to accommodate the human user.
Because the operations that must be performed by human operators are of such importance to the
successful operation of the OCC, the engineering of the OCC to suit the needs of the humans is a
critical design stage. This study focuses on three major components of human factors
engineering-(1) task analysis, (2) critical operations identification, and (3) operating procedure
development. In the phase of task analysis, a model of the CA/T system and all of its human and
machine task requirements is developed. Through the utilization of the information provided in
the task analysis, critical tasks which present higher probability of error in OCC operation may be
identified. The final phase of human factors research in this study is the development of
guidelines by which operating procedures may be constructed. These procedures provide
operators with instructions for the performance and completion of each task and may be utilized
during the actual performance of a critical task. These three steps of human factors research will
provide information which can be utilized in completing the design of the Operations Control
Center.
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From the brief descriptions of each of these phases of research, the primary purpose of this study
can be summarized. Thus, the objective of this study is to research and complete the
development of each of the following:
(1) A detailed analysis of the tasks performed in the operation of the OCC;
(2) An identification of the critical areas in OCC operation which present increased risk of
operational error or breakdown;
(3) Guidelines for the construction of operational command and control procedures which
govern the management of OCC tasks.
A more detailed look at each of the objectives is provided in the ensuing sections.
1.2.1 Task Analysis
Task analysis includes the examination and evaluation of all of the tasks to be performed in a
system as well as all the equipment with which the tasks are performed. The results of this
analysis are integrated into a diagrammed structure which defines the required tasks in the
utilization of the Central Artery/Tunnel Operations Control Center. Task analysis utilizes both
CA/T system and human functions to assist in identifying, classifying, and analyzing all system
tasks. The design of this model includes the completion of the following objectives:
* specification of all system users;
* identification of all system output goals;
* analysis of all system functions and capabilities;
* development of functional action-decision diagrams for OCC users;
* identification of system equipment;
* identification and description of all tasks to be performed;
* analysis and grouping of tasks into general categories; and
* synthesis of information into a final task descriptive analysis diagram.
1.2.2 Critical Operations
Utilizing the information obtained from task analysis as a basis, the areas of criticality in
operation may be both identified and defined. Such areas include tasks which present increased
risk of error in operation. The identification of these critical operations includes the following
steps:
* determination of sources and probability of operator error;
* evaluation of task analysis for presence of tasks possessing high potential for error; and
* classification of OCC tasks according to error sources;
1.2.3 Operating Procedure Guidelines
The development of human factors guidelines for creating operating procedures to be used as
performance aids by the OCC operators is the final objective of this study. Through the
utilization of the identified critical operation areas, these guidelines can be illustrated in forms
representative of typical OCC tasks. The development of these guidelines will focus upon the
following areas:
* determination of amount and type of information to be included in the content of the
procedures;
* development of layout and presentation of the procedures, including format, textual and
graphical structure and the form of medium; and
* determination of methods for the evaluation and revision for the operating procedures.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is arranged such that each of the three primary human factors design categories are
researched and discussed separately. Chapter 2 presents the results of the task analysis of the
Operations Control Center of the Central Artery/Tunnel system. Additionally, it includes
-13-
background and research steps in the completion of this portion of the study. The description of
each of the tasks is provided in Appendix A as are some of the more complex diagrams. Chapter
3 contains the critical areas which were identified through the use of task analysis. This chapter
also presents three sample incident scenarios constructed from the outcome of the critical
operation identification. These sample incident scenarios are representative of the types of
situations in which error may occur. They are further used to illustrate the capabilities of the
operating procedures in the following chapter. The guidelines for the construction of operating
procedures for OCC operators are included in Chapter 4. Also included are the criteria needed to
be addressed by the procedural guidelines. Specific examples of operating procedures for several
sample scenarios are provided in Appendix B. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the research and
results of the study.
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Chapter 2
Task Analysis of the Central Artery/Tunnel
Operations Control Center
2.1 Background and Purpose
The Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T) is a complex system which consists of many sub-systems
requiring a great degree of monitoring and control. Both the system equipment and the human
operators who utilize these machines are required to perform certain functions to ensure the
continuous, successful operation of the CA/T. The Operations Control Center (OCC) is the
primary center from which these system functions are monitored and controlled.
In order to obtain information on which to base the design of an operation such as the OCC, a
critical phase known as task analysis must be performed. To determine the process of task
analysis, we must first define the concept of a "task." In the context of human factors engineering,
a task may be defined the action or set of actions which lead, directly or indirectly, to the output
of a system. Task analysis is described by Drury (1987) as a process consisting of two major
components, the first of which being the identification and description of "units of work" or
actions. The second portion consists of "analyzing the resources necessary for successful work
performance" or system output. The resources described by Drury not only include
environmental elements such as workstation controls and displays or procedural aids, but they
also comprise human resources such as the skills and knowledge of a worker.
By examining the CA/T systems and their relation to the human operators and machine elements
of the OCC, it is possible to develop an accurate model of the Operations Control Center of the
CA/T system and all of its task requirements. Without this information as a basis, all further
design of the OCC would be difficult to adequately complete. Through the use of task analysis,
both OCC system and human functions as well as the tasks necessary to perform them can be
identified, classified, and analyzed.
2.2 Approach and Methodology
Unfortunately, no one simple and straightforward technique exists by which task analysis can be
performed for all jobs and systems. Instead, the process is composed of a variety of techniques
comprising data collection and system definition and evaluation. Many experts have outlined
various methods for the completion of task analysis, none of which are identical. This study
utilizes portions of the generalized methodologies presented by Drury (1987) and by Sanders and
McCormick (1987) as a foundation for the task analysis performed for the Operations Control
Center of the Central Artery/Tunnel. This adapted approach is presented here and has been
divided and classified into two primary steps--system analysis and task identification and
description. The information utilized in performing the task analysis was obtained from two
primary sources-the design specifications for the Integrated Project Control System by DeLeuw,
Cather, and Company (1993) and a review of the control center for the Long Island Expressway in
Islip, New York.
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2.2.1 System Analysis
System analysis, the first of the two task analysis components, involves the description of the
system, the definition of all its functions, and the evaluation of the use of each component in the
functions of the system. To begin this phase requires the development of a basic model of the
entire Central Artery/Tunnel system. This model is used to portray the role of the OCC in
controlling the subsystems of the CA/T in order to achieve the system objectives. Additionally,
the model assists in providing the direction in which system analysis should advance. The next
necessary step in the process includes the definition of the elements of the basic model-system
objectives and the performance requirements necessary to achieve these objectives. These
performance requirements include the identification of the users of the system.
The definition of the functions which must be performed by the system in order to meet its
objectives is the next stage of system analysis. To determine these functions, it was helpful in this
instance to identify the modes in which the OCC operated. Operational modes define a sequence
of actions which are related to a major phase of operation. By defining these modes, further
identification of the functions required for the performance and completion of that mode may be
finished. That is, the system functions may be broken down into categories and defined for a
single mode rather than for the entire operation of the system.
Utilizing the design specifications for the Integrated Project Control System of the CA/T OCC
(DeLeuw, Cather, and Company, 1993), the configuration of equipment necessary for the
completion of each mode of operation was identified for each of the users of the OCC. This step
assists in the determination of how the equipment is used to accomplish the various functions of
the system.
The final stage of system analysis is the development of a functional flow diagram to depict the
relationship between the system functions to be performed and the sequence in which they are to
be performed. From this step, the actions performed by the operators and the equipment may be
examined and analyzed to determine which actions may require more time, effort, or prior
information. Additionally, actions which are performed more often than others may be
identified.
2.2.2 Task Identification and Description
The second major phase of task analysis consists of identifying specific tasks, defining them, and
describing them. Identifying the tasks to be performed by the system in order to achieve the
system objectives is an important step. A portion of this stage includes the separation and
classification of the tasks according to operator type and operational mode type. This concept
will be demonstrated in section 2.3.2. For each task identified, a detailed description must be
provided. This description includes all information necessary for the completion of that task.
Some examples include the equipment needed, criteria to be met, method(s) for carrying out task,
and source(s) of additional information. Finally, task analysis is completed with the
incorporation of all information from system analysis and task description into a single flow chart
listing all tasks, modes of operation, and system functions.
2.3 Presentation and Discussion of Task Analysis
2.3.1 CA/T Task Analysis Term Definitions
Incident:
Any event, traffic or facility, which falls under the domain of an Emergency Event. For example,
a vehicle breakdown is a traffic incident. It falls under the jurisdiction of the traffic operator as an
Emergency Traffic Operator Task. A CA/T system fire is a facility incident classified as an
Emergency Facility Operator Task.
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Any abnormal or unusual activity, usage, signal, etc. conveyed to the operator by the CA/T OCC
workstations, external and/or internal communications, or by operator notice/awareness. A
warning status does not establish a system Emergency or Special Event. It does point to certain
circumstances that are out of the ordinary and may be indicative of or lead to an Emergency or
Special Event.
Internal CA/T Communications:
Communications which occur among CA/T personnel. Included in these communications is that
among OCC operators and supervisors, maintenance, toll personnel, and emergency platform
and station personnel.
External Agency Communications:
Communications which occur among CA/T OCC personnel and external sources. Included in
these communications is that fire, police, EMS, weather, radio, government agencies, and citizens
that may call in. All calls are directed to appropriate personnel.
2.3.2 CAJT System Analysis
The Central Artery/Tunnel is a system of roadways designed for the travel of traffic. It also
consists of a number of facilities and traffic subsystems designed to assist in the flow of traffic
through the system. The Operations Control Center of the CA/T was designed with the purpose
of controlling these many subsystems of the entire CA/T system to achieve the goal of the
passage of traffic. This system can be described by the control model of Figure 2.1 in which the
Operations Control Center functions as the controller of the system. The OCC interprets the
system objectives, makes decisions and actions to control the CA/T subsystems, observes and
compares system outputs with objectives, and makes modifications to the control actions until,
ultimately, the system objectives are achieved.
Figure 2.1: CA/T System Control Model
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Based upon the system definition and model, the objectives of the CA/T OCC were determined
to be the following:
(1) Maintain continuous, uninterrupted, and safe flow of traffic in both tunnel and open
roadway sections.
(2) Maintain proper operation of all facility subsystems including
* Electrical Load Distribution System
* Tunnel Drainage System
* Tunnel Lighting System
* Communications System
* Network System
* Fiber Backbone System
* Closed-Circuit Video Equipment System
· Security System
· Fire Detection and Protection Systems
· Tunnel Ventilation System.
The system outputs consist of the actual state of the traffic or facility subsystems. Some examples
would be retarded flow or no flow of traffic, malfunction of the Fiber Backbone subsystem, or
high concentration of carbon monoxide levels. Examples of control actions which may be taken
by the OCC in order to achieve the desired system objectives include the notification of the
Boston Police Department, the dispatch of a maintenance crew, the use of a back-up subsystem,
or the increase of a ventilation fan speed.
The users of the Central Artery/Tunnel system are the motorists who will be traveling on it. The
users of the Operations Control Center workstations include three types of operators-traffic
operators, facility operators, and supervisors. The traffic system is to be controlled by one of two
traffic operators, each governing a specific interstate (1-90 or 1-93). The facility subsystems are to
be controlled by a single facility operator. The traffic and facility operators will be required to
perform their assigned CA/T tasks (traffic tasks or facility tasks respectively). The supervisor
will be required to monitor these operators in the performance of their tasks. In addition, the
supervisor will also be responsible for performing some CA/T tasks assigned to traffic and
facility operators as well.
The performance requirements necessary to achieve the first of the system objectives, the
maintenance of continuous, uninterrupted flow of traffic, includes the control and coordination of
the traffic functions of the system in order to achieve the following goals:
· Expeditious removal of traffic obstacles (vehicles, spillage, ice, snow, water, etc.) from the
CA/T,
· Deterrence of overheight vehicles from tunnel entry, and
* Informational assistance for motorists.
In order to accomplish the second system objective, the maintenance of proper operation of all
facility subsystems, the performance requirement necessary involves the control and
coordination of the facility functions of the system to achieve the following:
* Expeditious return to normal of abnormal environmental alterations (fire, high carbon
monoxide (CO) or hydrocarbon (HC) levels, ice, snow, water, etc.),
* Expeditious apprehension of unauthorized personnel,
* Expeditious repair of inoperative subsystem components, and
* Utilization of provided back up components if necessary.
The CA/T design specification documents (DeLeuw, Cather, and Company, 1993) outline five
operational modes in which an OCC operator may work. These modes are listed below in
chronological order. The supervisor also performs in these modes of operation in a supervisory
role.
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(1) Monitoring of the CA/T system for Warning Status (Warning Status is the occurrence of
an abnormality which may signal an emergency).
(2) Detection of Warning Status in CA/T system.
(3) Confirmation of emergency or special event occurrence upon receipt of Warning Status
signal.
(4) Response to emergency or special event.
(5) Termination of an emergency or special event.
System Functions are the functions which must be performed by the system (either human or
machine) in order to accomplish the designated objectives and requirements. For the Operations
Control Center of the Central Artery/Tunnel, these system functions have been identified and are
presented here according to respective modes of operation.
Because three types of operators will be utilizing the OCC workstations of the CA/T system, the
system functions as well as the equipment configuration were classified according to three
categories. One category was designated for each respective operator type, traffic operator,
facility operator, or supervisor. In the identification of system functions, the functions of the
traffic and facility operators were very similar with the exception of the fact that each was
governing a different set of subsystems. For this reason, the traffic and facility operator functions
have been lumped together.
Traffic/Facility System Functions
(1) Monitoring of CA/T traffic/facility systems
* Surveillance of traffic/facility systems via OCC workstations
(2) Detection of Warning Status
* Detection of abnormal CA/T occurrence possibly indicative of emergency or
special situation
(3) Confirmation of Emergency or Special Event
* Receiving of Information
* Verification of Emergency or Special Event
* Classification of Emergency or Special Event
* Determination of occurrence of false alarm
(4) Response to Emergency or Special Event
* Selection of System-Generated Response Plan
* Receiving of system-generated response plan
* Modification of system-generated response plan
* Acceptance of system-generated response plan
· Management of Emergency or Special Event Response Plan
· Carrying out of response plan
· Modification of response plan
· Determination of completion of response plan
(5) Termination of Emergency or Special Event
* Termination of response plan once Emergency or Special Event is inactive
* Return to normal of traffic/facility systems
Supervisory System Functions
(I) All Traffic and Facility System Functions (as previously described)
(II) Coordination of Traffic and Facility System Functions
(1) Monitoring of CA/T traffic/facility systems
* Surveillance of traffic/facility systems via OCC supervisor workstation
(2) Detection of Warning Status
* Detection of abnormal CA/T occurrence possibly indicative of emergency or
special situation
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(3) Confirmation and Assignment of Emergency or Special Event
* Receiving of Information
* Determination of Available Personnel
* Assignment of Task to Traffic/Facility Operator
* Placement of Task in Alarm/Incident Queue
* Performance of Traffic or Facility System Functions (section I.)
* Determination of Occurrence of False Alarm
(4) Response to Emergency or Special Event
* Monitoring of Operator Response
* Determination of Incident Active Status
* Determination of Operator Handling Ability
* Rerouting of Tasks to Other Operators
* Removal and Placement of Task in Alarm Queue
* Performance of Traffic or Facility System Functions (section I.)
(5) Termination of Emergency or Special Event
* Supervising the Termination of response plan once Emergency or Special Event is
inactive
* Supervising the return to normal of traffic/facility systems
The equipment needed to accomplish each defined system function of the Central Artery/Tunnel
has been identified. Here, the equipment is organized according to the operator type as well as
the mode of operation.
Traffic Systems Equipment
(1) Equipment for the Monitoring of CA/T traffic systems
* Vehicle Detectors
* Video Vehicle Detectors
* Incident Detection Algorithm
· Overheight Vehicle Detectors
* Horizontal Attenuators
· Closed-Circuit Video Equipment (CCVE)
· Communications Systems (external agency, weather, maintenance, emergency
stations, etc.)
* Operator Workstation Console
* Network System
(2) Equipment for the Detection of Warning Status
* Operator Workstation Console
(3) Equipment for the Confirmation of Emergency or Special Event
· Operator Workstation Console
* Closed-Circuit Video Equipment
* Network System
* Communications System
(4) Equipment for the Response to Emergency or Special Event
* Field Devices (Variable Message Signs (VMS), Lane Use Signals (LUS), Blank Out
Signs (BOS), Control Signals (CS), Variable Speed Limit Signs (VSLS), etc.)
* Network System
* Operator Workstation Console
* Communications System (external agencies, emergency stations, Highway
Advisory Radio (HAR), maintenance, etc.)
(5) Equipment for the Termination of Emergency or Special Event
* Operator Workstation Console
* Communications System
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Facility Systems Equipment
(1) Equipment for the Monitoring of CA/T facility systems
* Network System (Remote Terminal Unit (RTU): HC & CO sensors, Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLC), Local Field Controllers (LFC), etc.)
* Intrusion Detection System
* Fire Detection System
* Communications System
* Operator Workstation Console
(2) Equipment for the Detection of Warning Status
* Operator Workstation Console
(3) Equipment for the Confirmation of Emergency or Special Event
* Operator Workstation Console
* Network System
· Communication System
* Closed-Circuit Video Equipment
(4) Equipment for the Response to Emergency or Special Event
* Network System
· Operator Workstation Console
· Communications System (external agencies, emergency stations, HAR,
maintenance, etc.)
· Fire Protection System
(5) Equipment for the Termination of Emergency or Special Event
* Operator Workstation Console
Supervisory Systems Equipment
(1) Equipment for All Traffic and Facility System Functions (as previously described)
(2) Additional Equipment for the Coordination of all Traffic and Facility System Functions
· Network System
· Supervisor Workstation Console
· Communications Systems
The functional action-decision or flow diagram was used to assist in the depiction of the
relationship between the system functions to be performed and the sequence in which they are to
be performed. Because the role of each operator varied slightly, functional flow diagrams were
specifically designed for each operator role.
Because the modes of operation as well as system functions of the traffic and facility operators are
similar, the creation of only one functional flow diagram governing both operator roles was
possible. Figure 2.2 displays the functional action-decision diagram for the traffic and facility
operator. Each of the modes of operation is clearly labeled on the diagram as is each of the
system functions and decision conditions.
The supervisory role was slightly different from the traffic and facility operator roles in that the
supervisor interacts in each of the modes as a coordinator of the traffic and facility operations.
The supervisor functional flow chart is provided in Figure 2.3. The supervisor may also perform
functions from the traffic or facility operator flow chart if deemed necessary.
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Figure 2.2: Traffic and Facility Operator Functional Action-Decision Diagram
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Figure 2.3: Supervisor Functional Action-Decision Diagram
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Upon examination of the functional flow charts, it becomes obvious that the majority of the
operators' time will be spent in the first three of the modes of operation-monitoring, detection,
and confirmation. The modes of response and termination are limited to the times in which
emergency or special, non-emergency events occur. For this reason, the tasks which fall under
the jurisdiction of the first three modes of operation are classified as Routine Tasks. These are the
"normal" or expected tasks to be performed by the operators under normal circumstances. The
tasks in the remaining two operational modes are "abnormal" or "off-normal" (Drury, 1987) tasks
and thus classified as either Emergency Tasks or Special Event Tasks respectively. An abnormal
or emergency task is one which is dangerous to the operation of the CA/T system and will
impede the achievement of the system objectives. Off-normal tasks are ones which are not
dangerous but pose a threat to the CA/T system if not handled specially. They are thus termed
special event tasks. Because the tasks of the operators may be divided in this manner, the
functional flow diagrams may likewise be separated into smaller functional flow diagrams
governing routine tasks and emergency or special event tasks.
2.3.3 CA/T Task Identification and Description
The identification of all of the tasks to be performed by the system was completed by breaking
the tasks down according to task category (routine, emergency, or special event) and then
according to operator type (traffic, facility, or supervisor). Each of the Routine Tasks for all
operators consists of the modes of operation of Monitoring, Detection, and Confirmation.
Routine Tasks
(1) Routine Traffic Operator Tasks
* Routine Traffic Incident Detection Task
* Routine Overheight Vehicle Detection Task
* Routine Roadway Equipment Malfunction Task
- Routine CCVE System Malfunction Task
- Routine Field Device Malfunction Task
- Routine Tunnel Lighting System Malfunction Task
* Routine Congestion Detection Task
* Routine External Agency Communications Task
* Routine Weather Advisory Forecast Task
· Routine Planned Special Events Task
* Routine Traffic-Affected Facilities Tasks
- Routine CA/T System Power Failure Task
- Routine Tunnel Water Level Task
- Routine Hydrocarbon Levels Task
- Routine Security Intrusion Task
- Routine Fire Detection Task
- Routine Carbon Monoxide Levels Task
- Routine Structural Damage Task
(2) Routine Facility Operator Tasks
* Routine Electrical Load Distribution System Task
* Routine Tunnel Drainage System Task
- Routine Water/Refuse Tank Level Task
- Routine Pump Operation Malfunction Task
* Routine Communication System Malfunction Task
* Routine Fiber Optic Backbone System Malfunction Task
* Routine Network System Malfunction Task
* Routine Planned Facility Events Notification Task
* Routine Security System Malfunction Task
* Routine Fire Systems Malfunction Task
* Routine Tunnel Fan and Ventilation Zone Malfunction Task
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(3) Routine Supervisor Tasks
* Routine Traffic and Facility System Task
* Routine Alarm and Operator Incident Queue Task
* Routine Device Configuration Change Notification Task
Each Emergency Task is a possible emergency event which could occur in the CA/T system.
Each of these tasks for all operators consists of the operational modes of Response and
Termination for the emergency incident or event. The Emergency Supervisor Task includes the
supervision and control of the handling of an emergency event by either a traffic or facility
operator. Tasks with an asterisk (*) indicate traffic or facility incidents which may affect each
other and may require coordination between traffic and facility operators.
Emergency Tasks
(1) Emergency Traffic Operator Tasks
* External Agency Emergency Task
- Vehicle in Tunnel to be Apprehended by Police Emergency Task
- Emergency Vehicle Passing Through Tunnel Emergency Task
* Approaching Overheight Vehicle Emergency Task
* Traffic-Affected Facilities Emergency Task*
- CA/T System Fire Emergency Task
- Abnormal Carbon Monoxide Levels Emergency Task
- Abnormal Hydrocarbon Levels Emergency Task
- Unauthorized Personnel Emergency Task
- CA/T System Power Failure Emergency Task
- CA/T System Structural Damage Emergency Task
- Abnormal Tunnel Water Levels Emergency Task
* CA/T Roadway Traffic Incident Emergency Task
- Blocked Lane or Vehicle Breakdown Emergency Task
- Vehicle Accident Emergency Task
* Roadway Equipment Emergency Task
- Field Device Malfunction Emergency Task
- CCVE System Malfunction Emergency Task
- Tunnel Lighting System Emergency Task
* CA/T Roadway Debris or Spill Emergency Task
- Non-Hazardous Debris or Spill Emergency Task
- Hazardous Debris or Spill Emergency Task*
(2) Emergency Facility Operator Tasks
* Abnormal Water/Refuse Tank Levels Emergency Task
* CA/T Roadway Hazardous Debris or Spill Decontamination Emergency Task
* Facility Equipment Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Electrical Load Distribution System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Security System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Network System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Fiber Optic Backbone System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Communications System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Drainage System Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Fire Protection/Detection Systems Malfunction Emergency Task*
- Ventilation System Malfunction Emergency Task*
(3) Emergency Supervisor Tasks
* Emergency Event Handling Supervision Task
Each Special Event Task is a possible special event which could occur in the CA/T system. Each
of these tasks for all operators consist of the operational modes of Response and Termination for
the special event. The Special Event Supervisor Tasks include the supervision and control of the
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handling of a special event by either a traffic or facility operator. In addition, they include the
supervisor authorized configuration of special system devices.
Special Events Tasks
(1) Special Event Traffic Operator Tasks
* Peak Traffic Flow Periods Special Event Task*
* Special (Non-emergency) Vehicle(s) in or Passing Through Tunnel Task
· Facility Maintenance or Cleaning Affecting Traffic Flow Task*
* External Event Affecting Traffic Flow Task
* Hazardous Weather Conditions Task
- Heavy Rain or Flooding Special Event Task
- Snow, Blizzard, or Ice Special Event Task
- High Speed Winds, Tornadoes, Hurricanes Task
(2) Special Event Facility Operator Tasks
· Facility Systems and Equipment Testing Special Event Task*
* Facility Maintenance or Cleaning Special Event Task*
(3) Special Event Supervisor Tasks
* Special Event Handling Supervision Task
* Special System Device Configuration Task
- Highway Advisory Radio Configuration Task
- Variable Message Sign Configuration Task
- System Wide Display Configuration Task
- Overhead Monitor Configuration Task
- User Profile Configuration Task
These tasks have been arranged into charts so as to provide a method of easily distinguishing
tasks according to operator type and task category. Additionally, they have been classified with
numbers for easy referencing. Figure 2.4 depicts all the routine tasks of the CA/T OCC. Figure
25 shows all the emergency tasks, and Figure 2.6 shows all the special event tasks.
Once the tasks of the OCC have been identified, they must be fully described. The description of
each of these tasks in detail is provided in Appendix A, section Al. Each task identification
number corresponds with the task listed on the charts of Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Emergency Tasks
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Task analysis is the process by which the functional components of the system are combined with
the informational components of the tasks to be performed. This process analyzes the steps taken
in order to ensure the successful operation of the Central Artery/Tunnel system. Thus, at this
point, the functional components obtained from system analysis are incorporated with the tasks
identified and described.
Figure 2.7: CA/T OCC Task Analysis Overview
Figure 2.7 portrays the general movement of an operator through each of the task categories--
routine, emergency, and special event. Under normal operating conditions, an operator would
perform routine tasks. In the event an operator detected and confirmed an incident, s/he would
proceed to perform either emergency or special event tasks depending upon the type of incident
confirmed. At the termination of the incident, the operator would return to the routine tasks. An
expanded, second level version of the general task analysis outline shows the individual operator
roles-traffic, facility, and supervisor. This level is illustrated in Figure 2.8. An expansion the task
analysis to a third level of detail includes the specific tasks determined during task identification.
This expanded model (see section A2 of Appendix A) now includes all tasks to be performed
during the operation of the CA/T OCC.
At this point, we are able to discern the use of the functional elements in the scheme of the task
analysis. Under each task appearing in the second level task analysis (section A2 of Appendix A),
is the functional flow diagram portraying the actions and decisions of the operator and
equipment for that particular task. These functional flow diagrams, which have been broken
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Figure 2.8: CA/T OCC Task Analysis Second Level-Operator Roles
down from their original forms in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 into forms relating to task categories (i.e.-
Routine, Emergency, and Special Event), are provided in Figures A3.1, A3.2, A3.3, and A3.4 of
section A3 of Appendix A. The insertion of these functional flow diagrams into the task analysis
outline would consist of the next level of expansion.
Finally, into the functional flow diagrams can be inserted the information contained in the task
description table. The flow diagrams display actions and decisions of the operator as well as the
information required to perform these functions. This information has been provided using task
description.
Due to the overwhelming amount of information included in the three levels of task analysis, an
attempt at including the entire pieced together, expanded version would be too immense and
convoluted for the physical bounds of this paper. Instead, the second level of expansion has been
provided, as well as the unassembled lower level elements.
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Chapter 3
Identification of Critical Operations
3.1 Background and Purpose
The study of operations which are prone to error is a very important step in the design and
evaluation of a system. This stage is particularly important in a situation such as the Central
Artery/Tunnel Operations Control Center in which errors made during operation have the
potential to result in severe consequences. By identifying tasks or operations which are critical in
nature, system designers are given the opportunity to reduce the possibility of error though
optimization of the system.
Methods of identifying critical task areas are neither determinate nor comprehensive. Sanders
and McCormick (1987) acknowledge that "many accidents result from complex chains of events
that cannot be adequately described by existing classification systems." Thus, it is the mission of
these identification techniques to best determine critical tasks based on operations presenting
possible sources of error.
3.2 Approach and Methodology
Determining the areas of criticality in operation of the OCC was approached through a hybrid
methodology consisting a number of techniques and previous studies in the area of critical
operation identification. Baber and Stanton (1993) describe a technique of error identification
utilizing task analysis. The first component of task analysis for error identification (TAFEI)
begins with the performance of task analysis to determine the actions that need to be performed
by humans or machines in order to complete the task. This step would correspond to task
identification and description completed and presented in the previous chapter of this thesis.
Baber and Stanton describe the second portion of their technique as the development of state
transition diagrams tracing the history of the system throughout its various states. This diagram
is very similar to the use of the functional action-decision diagram described and constructed in
Chapter 2. Finally, Baber and Stanton map the actions from their task analysis onto their state
transition diagrams in order to determine those places in which "problem spaces" may occur.
Their study was specifically designed for use in the evaluation of VCRs.
When the tasks of the operators are mapped onto the action-decision diagrams, the results are
then compared against several measures to help determine the presence of a critical operation. A
critical task can be and is defined by a number of means. Based on past research and studies into
the area of sources of error, the results of TAFEI were identified and classified according to these
error sources. For instance, an operation could promote possible error simply because the
operator is responsible for too many tasks at once. In this case, TAFEI would be examined for
areas in which the operator is responsible for an unusually large number of task actions. Another
example involves a study by Redding (1992) in which he finds that the primary cause of errors in
air traffic control is the operator's failure to maintain situational awareness. Based on this fact,
TAFEI would be used to determine tasks which provide a number of opportunities for the
operator to lose his/her awareness of the situation. All other sources of error and their resulting
critical tasks, which were determined in this study, are presented and discussed in the ensuing
section.
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3.3 Results and Discussion of Critical Task Areas
This section will present criteria used in the determination of potential sources of error and, thus,
critical tasks. Additionally, it will present the tasks identified as critical in nature as determined
through the use of task analysis for error identification.
3.3.1 Errors Due to Excessive Operator Workload
The workload of the operator is a primary indicator of potential for error in the operation of a
system. The greater the workload, the greater the chance of the operator to err. Errors which
may occur as a result of a heavy workload include (1) the inability to perform all of the actions in
the allotted time frame, (2) confusion from numerous tasks, and (3) action mistakes. Point one
simply states that if an operator is required to perform more tasks than are physically possible in
a given time period, an error may occur because the appropriate actions have not been taken.
Point two indicates that the greater the number of actions to be performed, the more confusing
the performance of this sequence of tasks will be. Finally, the third point attributes excessive
actions error to the mistakes of the operator. Redding determined that a frequent source of
controller error was a result of "action slips" (i.e.-incorrect key punched on the keyboard) of the
operator. These mistakes are more likely to occur under conditions of excessive actions in which
the operator has more operations to perform, at a greater speed, and thus, with more potential for
mistakes in the form of "action slips." Using TAFEI, the OCC tasks and occurrences which could
potentially cause such forms of error were determined and are included here.
* Several emergency incidents occur at the same time, all of which require immediate action.
In its proposed form, the OCC has only two traffic operators, a facility operator, and a
supervisor. Assuming that all operators are equally trained to handle both facility and
traffic tasks, a fact that may or may not be the case, any instance in which several
incidents requiring immediate response occur have the potential to place excessive
duties on the operators. The occurrence of more than one major emergency incident
may not be so uncommon, particularly in the event of a cascading vehicular "pile up."
* The supervisor must perform the task of a traffic or facility operator while simultaneously
maintaining appropriate control over his/her specific supervisor functions.
3.3.2 Errors Due to Operator's Loss of Situational Awareness
The research undertaken by Redding involved the examination and evaluation of all Federal
Aviation Administration reports of operational errors for Fiscal Year 1989. His conclusions
indicate that the majority of operational errors for air traffic controllers occurred under conditions
in which the incident was not considered "critical." Instead, incidents which were classified as
normal operating conditions promoted the highest percentage of mistakes. From the results of
the study, most of these mistakes were attributed to the operators' loss of situational awareness.
The entire realm of situational awareness can be broken down into several specific regions
necessary for the operator to maintain situational awareness. The errors which occur for each of
these regions help in promoting the general loss of cognition of the operational state. These
errors were found in the study to arise from the following: (1) lack of proper communication and
coordination; (2) incorrect identification (or lack of identification) and use of data presented to
the operator by the system; (3) lack of information; and (4) "mismatch" of the expectations of the
controller regarding a future event and the actual event.
Communication, the first of the regions contributing to operator situational awareness, is a very
important factor in facilitating the operators understanding of the incident. A lack of
communication between the controller and other controllers, field personnel, and external
agencies can result in potential error. Additionally, the coordination of the operations of each of
these parties is necessary for the successful completion of a task. Using TAFEI, the tasks found to
be most prone to error due to communication and coordination difficulties in the CA/T OCC
were the following:
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* All emergency traffic operator tasks which require the dispatch of an Emergency Response
Team/Platform.
The OCC operator is responsible for maintaining constant communication with the
Emergency Response Team/Platform while s/he continues to manage the remainder of
the emergency task. Any difficulties in communication can cause delay or errors in the
response.
* All emergency and special event tasks which require the assistance of an external agency.
The coordination of the activities of external agencies with internal CA/T personnel is
very important due to its vulnerability to error. The presence of several different
parties all with different agendas at the scene of an incident has the potential for
creating confusion, particularly if each of the individual parties is not aware of the
actions of each other.
* All OCC tasks which require the cooperation and coordination of the traffic and facility
operators.
The coordination of incidents or events which affect both facility and traffic operation
is necessary for the successful operation of the OCC. The operators must have a
definite plan for communication with each other in order know the actions and
responsibilities of each other and to coordinate an appropriate response.
* The delegation of alarms to the Incident or Alarm Queue.
As an alarm waits in a queue, it has the potential to become obtain higher and higher
priority levels with the passage of time. The operator must not be allowed to forget
that incidents are waiting in a queue and becoming more severe.
* Traffic incidents which occur outside of CA/T jurisdiction.
Although vehicular accidents which occur outside the bounds of the CA/T do not
specifically fall under the authority of the OCC, the incident still possesses the potential
to back up into CA/T area and cause difficulties in traffic flow. Communication and
coordination of some form are necessary to acknowledge problems and assure that
difficulties will not occur on CA/T roadways due to external incidents.
The second contribution to operator comprehension is the identification of data incorrectly or not
at all. When the controller identifies data presented to him/her in the wrong manner, s/he then
consequently, utilizes it in the wrong manner. Additionally, if the operator does not identify that
data is being presented, no appropriate actions will be taken at all. Tasks determined to provide
a good chance of this misidentification or lack of identification are provided here.
* All tasks which utilize monitoring devices and/or screens (i.e.-Routine Tasks, Emergency
Tasks requiring monitoring of traffic, facilities, etc.)
* All tasks which require the operator to interpret data.
* Periods of operator boredom.
* Periods of operator drowsiness.
* Periods of general operator inattention.
Lack of information is the third listed factor in the absence of the operator's awareness of incident
status. This problem can be caused by various circumstances. One such instance simply involves
the inability of the system to detect or provide information regarding an incident that is taking
place or beginning to do so. Another instance stems from a general lack of attention. The need
for the operator to pay attention to the operations being performed is crucial in the use of the
OCC. Unfortunately, the ability of the operator maintain this attention is not always present.
The inattention of the operator can lead to lack of recognition of potential problems which may be
occurring. It can also lead to carelessness in the collection of data which could potentially point
to abnormal situations. Listed here are tasks identified as promoting a general lack of
information to the operator regarding the tasks being performed.
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* The return of an operator from a break.
In this circumstance, the operator may be unaware that an emergency situation is
developing because s/he has not been there long enough to witness all system states
and changes from the beginning.
* The changing of a shift.
* Previously unencountered incidents for which the system has no previous data and can
provide no information regarding the situation.
* Incidents which occur during the malfunction of CA/T system equipment designed to
sense the situation and provide information to the operator.
* Incidents occur in which the CA/T system does not possess the proper equipment for
detection and/or analysis.
The fourth and final source of situational awareness loss-the mismatch of expectations and
actuality-is claimed by Redding to be primarily due to the failure of the operator and the system
to update situational awareness as changes in the status of the incident occur. Additionally, he
asserts this problem can be fostered by a lack of appropriate alternative control center plans
designed to a variety in the evolution of incidents. Klein also addresses this issue in his 1993
study. He refers to this phenomena as "incomplete or inadequate mental simulation." Mental
simulation is a common method of human reasoning. In this process, the human will
hypothesize a chain of events that will take place to guide the system in transforming through
several states. This method of reasoning helps the operator determine his/her succeeding course
of action. Difficulties arise, however, when the user has incorrectly simulated the chain of events
and enacts the wrong actions particular to the actual situation. Potential areas of operator
"mismatch" include the following as determined by TAFEI:
* All OCC tasks in which the operator is required to make a determination based on past
experience.
* All tasks which resemble other tasks used frequently by OCC operators.
One illustration of this point is found in the case in which the experienced operator has
memorized the operating procedures of the response plan for a particular type of
incident because of its frequent occurrence. The operator begins work on another
response plan extremely close in nature to this memorized incident, but different
enough for the computer to generate a different default response plan. The operator
immediately accepts it and goes to work on it without examining closely, assuming
that s/he fully knows its contents. The actions of this experienced operator result in
error in the resolution of this incident.
3.3.3 Errors Due to Lack of Experience
Klein (1993) conducted an evaluation of the decision studies of several different domains
including forestry service, commercial airlines, and the military. From the analysis, Klein
identified several decision error categories, and of these categories, the largest one was that of
errors due to a lack of experience. A lack of experience on the part of the operator can lead to
such difficulties as the operator's failure to anticipate problems associated with such a task,
inability to perform the task quickly enough for proper response outcomes, or improper
judgment in carrying out an action. These difficulties stem not only from an operator's "newness"
to the job, but they can also occur when an experienced operator must perform an event never
before encountered. Rather than provide a list of OCC tasks which fall into this category, this
section simply anticipates that all tasks have the potential of facing lack of experience errors. In
particular, responses of the OCC to incidents for which the system had not previously accounted
has a greater chance of encountering these errors even by "experienced" operators. These
incidents have a greater chance of going undetected or alerting the operator only to partial
information regarding the status of the occurrence. Some particular incidents posing a threat due
to infrequent performance include the following:
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* The switch of operations to the Back-up Operations Control Center in the event of disaster
or malfunction in the OCC.
A situation such as this one is unlikely to occur very often and will, thus, promote
difficulties due to lack of operator experience in performing this task.
* Any task which is new and/or does not have complete information to the OCC.
Incidents not before encountered will bring with them a certain amount of uncertainty
because they have never been performed before.
* All OCC tasks not frequently performed.
3.4 Presentation of Critical Operation Scenarios
The following scenarios have been constructed in order to demonstrate situations in which the
operator may be placed under conditions which may lead to error. These scenarios are meant to
emulate occurrences in which the operator is prone to error of some of the forms described in the
previous sections. These scenarios will also be utilized as examples in the development of the
operating procedure guidelines in Chapter 4. Each incident scenario was based upon information
provided in the DeLeuw, Cather, & Company System Design Document, and each incorporates
various aspects of CA/T OCC operations. The use of these incidents as examples, thus, provides
a demonstration of the capabilities of the operating procedures under a range of CA/T traffic and
facility system operations.
3.4.1 Incident Scenario 1: High Carbon Monoxide Levels, Unknown Cause
Fan 7EF-1 in Exhaust Duct Zone WB-E2 becomes inoperable. A malfunction
in the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) has prevented notification to
the OCC. It has also prevented Event Handling from compensating for the
down fan by altering ventilation control to increase the settings on the
remaining fans.
Because the fan is no longer operating, the carbon monoxide levels begin to
rise in the tunnel controlled by that ventilation zone of Vent Building 7. The
traffic operator for 1-90 then receives an alarm that the carbon monoxide
levels for a specific section of tunnel roadway have increased. The cause of
the increase cannot be immediately determined by the computer system;
thus, the symptom-oriented response plan is started.
This scenario is one which is "symptom-oriented." That is, the operator is alerted to a specific
abnormality but is unaware of the cause of the abnormality. This particular operation requires
the operator to investigate all possible disturbance causes while enacting preventative measures
(see Figures BI.1 and B1.2 for full operating procedures). For instance, the computer will instruct
the operator to increase ventilation in the affected area in order to decrease the level of carbon
monoxide. While dangerous air levels begin to fall due to the ventilation increase, the computer
will be providing the operator with instructions for determining the cause of the problem. As the
operator investigates each possibility and inputs his/her findings to the computer system, the
response plan will direct the operator to the investigation of the next possible cause.
Simultaneously, the system would require that the operator maintain awareness of the carbon
monoxide readings and the ventilation step level. Once the source of abnormality has been
found, the system would recommend the appropriate task-oriented response plan that should be
initiated to resolve the existing problem. If the cause cannot be determined, the computer would
instruct the operator to notify the supervisor that a determination cannot be made.
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A primary reason for the importance of this scenario is that the operator must work under
conditions which are uncertain and undetermined. Unlike task-oriented procedures in which the
operator has knowledge of the situational problem and a plan of how to correct it, in this instance
s/he has no set response plan. This previously unencountered situation has the potential to be
prone to errors due to lack of experience and excessive workload.
3.4.2 Incident Scenario 2: Vehicle Collision on Tunnel Roadway
A two vehicle collision occurs on a section of tunnel roadway. The traffic
operator for 1-93 witnesses the traffic accident while routinely monitoring the
roadway using CCVE. The operator immediately initiates the emergency
task for "Vehicle Collision on Roadway."
The second scenario is designed to be a typical, often encountered "fender-bender" to which the
traffic operator would initiate a "task-oriented" response plan. A task-oriented procedure is one
for which the operator has already been alerted to and has confirmed the incident. Because the
incident in known, the operating procedures will provide the operator with all of the steps
necessary to complete the response and resolve the incident (see Figures B2.1 and B2.2 for full
operating procedures).
Critical operations accompanying this scenario are those associated with the operator's loss of
situational awareness. Frequently occurring tasks such as these were discussed in previous
sections to be primary targets for operator error due to this loss of situational awareness. This
particular incident will require that the operator coordinate the operations of and maintain
communications with the Emergency Response Team and CA/T internal personnel. In addition,
Incident Scenario 2 requires that the operator conduct ongoing or continuing procedural steps
(such as the monitoring of a specific section of roadway) while also performing other steps.
3.4.3 Incident Scenario 3: Vehicle Collision with Fire on Tunnel Roadway
A two vehicle collision occurs on a section of tunnel roadway. The traffic
operator for 1-93 witnesses the traffic accident while routinely monitoring the
roadway using CCVE. The operator notices that a fire has begun to consume
one of the involved automobiles. The operator immediately initiates the
emergency task for 'Vehicle Collision on Roadway" and specifies that a fire is
present in this incident.
Like the second incident, this scenario is also task-oriented. In this example, however, an
additional abnormality has occurred which requires special attention of the operator-a fire in the
vehicle collision. This example is, again, demonstrative of the error that can arise from the loss of
operator situational awareness. The critical tasks of this scenario include the coordination of the
activities of internal CA/T personnel as well as the activities of external agencies. The occurrence
of a fire in a vehicle collision will warrant the need for the Boston Fire Department and, in turn,
the need for the successful integration of their activities into those of the CA/T system response.
Although the potential for critical operations is present in their current forms, Incident Scenarios
2 and 3 were primarily developed that they may demonstrate the occurrence of changing incident
status and the response of the operator to that change. In this instance, the operator has detected,
verified, and initiated a response to a vehicle collision on a tunnel roadway (i.e.-Incident Scenario
2). While the operator is in the middle of his/her response to the incident, a fire erupts at the
collision site. Had the fire been present when the incident was first detected, the response plan of
Incident Scenario 3 would have been initiated by the operator and computer. The difficulty lies
in that the operator must now incorporate the steps of the response to Incident Scenario 3 with
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those of Scenario 2. The need for the operator to be able to easily receive and comprehend all
information regarding the situation, the changes in the situation, and the updates made to the
response plan as a result is crucial. Specifications for the operating procedures to fulfill these
needs are provided in Chapter 4.
A situation of this form can be classified as a critical operation for several reasons. This situation,
more so than the previous scenarios, mandates that the operator maintain awareness of the
situation and all of the changes occurring therein. Not only has the status of the incident changed
to include a fire, but as a result, the operating procedures will have to be modified such that they
include appropriate measures for a response to the fire. The duties of the Emergency Response
Team, the OCC, and other internal CA/T personnel will change. The traffic operator will be
responsible for coordinating and communicating these changes. Thus, errors due to excessive
operator workload are not unlikely in this situation. Finally, any variety of changes in addition to
a fire can take place during the operator response to an incident. Many of these changes will be
previously unencountered or even unaccounted for. For this reason, errors due to lack of
experience may be common in this critical operation.
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Chapter 4
Operating Procedures
for the Operations Control Center
4.1 Background and Purpose
Operating procedures for the Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T) Operation Control Center (OCC)
are instructions utilized by the operator to assist in performing a task or sequence of tasks.
Whether they be utilized often or not at all, these procedures must be available to the operator
and provide guidance which ensures the successful completion of the task(s). The operating
procedures may be used as a training or learning tool, or they may be used as an on the job
performance aid capable of guiding assisting the operator in completing a task. In this
application to the CA/T OCC, operating procedures will most likely play a major role in the
management of incidents which occur in the CA/T system. Because the CA/T is a system of
such complexity, the response of the OCC to incidents will contain a large number of steps and
will rely heavily upon the actions of the operator. The ability of the system user to utilize
operating procedures to guide him or her through an incident response plan will greatly affect
the resolution of the incident.
To maximize the effectiveness of the operating procedures, proper measures must be taken to
design the procedures with human factors issues in mind. A set of instructions which facilitates
easy, effective use of the human operator will ensure greater levels of success and accuracy in the
performance of tasks. In order to provide this usefulness, the operating procedures must
encompass all aspects of the operation of the CA/T system. Accounting for all such elements is
necessary in the development of a set of effective operating procedures.
This chapter provides a discussion of the criteria necessary in designing the operating
procedures. Additionally, it outlines the methods by which the operating procedures were
developed for use in the Operations Control Center. Finally, the chapter presents a set of
guidelines to aid in the future development of operating procedures specific to the traffic control
system of the CA/T OCC.
4.2 Criteria in the Design of Operating Procedures
In the design of procedures oriented towards effectively guiding a human operator through the
efficient and accurate completion of a task, several factors must be determined-the information
to be included in the operating procedures, the manner in which the procedures are to be
presented to the operator, and the methods by which the procedures will be evaluated and
revised. Although many sources provide various information regarding these three design
factors, Wright (1988) describes three "...broad classes of decision-making factors for the
document designer: What information to give; How to give it; How to asses its adequacy."
The design process began with the completion of the task analysis of the CA/T OCC. From the
information provided in this document, each task involved in the operation of the CA/T system
was analyzed. Based on the specific human and technological needs of each task, the operating
procedures were developed such that they incorporated the requirements necessary for the
completion of each task.
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4.2.1 Layout and Presentation Criteria
Certain human factors must be considered when designing the format in which the operating
procedures will be presented to the user. The layout must be created such that it facilitates the
understanding of the procedures and their implementation into the completion of the task. The
presentation should be designed such that the operating procedures are accessible, legible, and
explicit, and the factors which affect these objectives must be considered. The criteria covered in
this section addresses the question posed by Wright (1988) of "how to give" the information to the
user.
4L2.1.1 Medium
Operating procedures may be conveyed to the operator via different medium. The
documentation may be in the form of printed material, computer-based material, or some
combination of both. Printed operating procedures provide the operator with a "hard copy" of
the instructions; whereas, computer-based procedures provide an "on-line" version. Because
different forms may be preferred by different users or in different circumstances, the creation and
implementation of both forms would be the preferred choice.
Because the operations of the OCC operator are oriented around the use of the computer system,
it follows that on-line versions of operating procedures can be easily implemented and utilized.
In addition, on-line procedural aids have greater flexibility. They possess the capability of being
modified to accommodate various needs and situations. Additionally, computer based aids can
be presented more easily in a "leveled" form in which minimal procedures are provided on the
upper levels and more detailed explanations are provided on the lower levels. For printed
versions, such flexibility is not as easily attainable.
42.1.2 Textual and Graphical Specifications
An important portion of the development of a uniform structure in which to present the
procedural information lies in the use and implementation of text and graphics. In designing the
textual specification for the operating procedures, it is imperative that the font which is utilized
be one which provides the operator with the easiest reading and comprehension. For
applications such as this, it is generally accepted that sanserif letters be used so as to provide this
ease in comprehension.
Also of importance in the selection of text is the character size. It is necessary that the operating
procedures provide a font size which best facilitates operator reading while minimizing operator
eye strain. This size should be chosen such that it meets these needs under various lighting and
stress conditions.
The use of graphical illustrations and symbols must be decided upon for use in the operating
procedures. A large number of studies conducted have concluded that the utilization of graphics
or iconic symbols produce an increase in operator comprehension and response time. Osborne
and Huntly (1992) found that when pilots were subjected to purely iconic flight instructions
rather than the normal prose flight instructions, their comprehension improved in both quickness
and accuracy. As with the use of text, the graphics should be made uniform in the response plan.
For instance, certain symbols would represent specific tasks, actions, or system equipment. An
operator would, thus, be able to recognize an operation or task through the icon which represents
it.
Color is an important issue in procedure development and implementation, particularly in regard
to computer based procedures. Determining the correct combination of colors, amount of color,
and the significance of each color in order to maximize ease of operator use is crucial. Procedures
and workstation display screens which do not effectively utilize color can create situations in
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which operator comprehension is diminished and response time is slowed. In addition to color,
response plan screens must be designed such that they are also effective on monochrome
displays.
The structure of the sentences to be used in the response plans is another substantial issue. It is
important that this structure be uniform, thus allowing the user to easily and immediately
recognize the commands in the response plan. Additionally, the actual text and graphics must be
made uniform throughout the operating procedures. The operator would, therefore, be able to
recognize a specific task or operation by the type of text and/or graphics present in that portion
of the response plan.
4.2.1.3 Formtting Struchture
In order to aid in the user understanding and readability of each of the command procedures, a
standard structure for the response plans needs to be designed. This standard format will
become a major factor in conveying to the user which type of task or operation must be
performed and in which order. The largest structural issue deals with the organization and
ordering of the material to be included in the operating procedures. The procedures must be
organized such that the steps are carried out in an order which accounts for chronology,
criticality, and continuity. In other words, the procedural steps must ensure that actions are
taken in the appropriate time order, in the correct order of importance, and in a manner such that
ongoing steps maintain continuity while other actions may be taken.
Generally, it is least effective to present procedural steps in the form of prose paragraphs. Two
primary forms of organizational structures exist which are considered by most studies to be more
effective. They include procedural instructions formatted as a list of numbered instructions and
as a flowchart of pictorial symbols and words. Which form is best suited to be utilized in the
CA/T is a determination which must be made.
Another concern regarding the structure of the operating procedures lies in the need for the
layout to consist of methods of making critical operations more apparent and their
acknowledgment more certain. Of the various different operations that will be performed in the
completion of a task or sequence of tasks, some will be more sensitive or critical than others. In
the performance of these critical operations (receipt of critical information or alarm), it may be
necessary that the operator acknowledge when the task has been completed. When this is the
case, it is necessary that the operating procedures reflect this safety feature. The appropriate type
of acknowledgment must ensure that the operator can quickly acknowledge the task completion
while maintaining a conscious understanding of the event which took place. The procedures
must be organized and presented such that they guarantee that the acknowledgment does not
become habitual or involuntary. Also, they must be presented such that when errors are made by
the operator, the procedures are capable of facilitating the correction process.
4.2.2 Informational Content Criteria
Determining what information to include in the operating procedures begins with the important
step of analyzing how they will be utilized in the OCC. Sohr (1983) makes the suggestion that in
order to make the procedures useful for a diverse group of users, the instructions should be "task
oriented." In their use in the OCC, the procedures are to be task oriented, for the OCC operator
will actually use the procedures in performing a task. The procedures will take the form of a
"response plan" which the computer will generate according to which specific task the operator
must perform. In the design of procedures to function as the response plan, several
considerations regarding informational content must be taken into account.
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4.2.2.1 Procedural Detail
Several factors contribute to the determination of the amount of detailed operations that are to be
included in the operating procedures. The first of these factors regards the ability and experience
of the system user. The inherent abilities as well as the training and experience of the operator
utilizing the OCC has a significant bearing on the development of operating procedures.
Operators with greater experience and/or more training in the OCC system will generally
possess a greater knowledge of the steps necessary to perform and complete a given task.
Likewise, an operator whose abilities exceed others will be more apt at learning to perform a task
without the aid of supplemental operating procedures. These factors contribute to the
determination of the amount of detail of information which is included in the procedures.
The procedures can be designed with one anticipated ability/experience class of user in mind, or
they can be designed in levels to accommodate different classes of users. Because it is difficult to
provide procedures catered to individual user classes in printed, hard copy documents, a version
which is capable of being used by all potential users must be created (Wright, 1988). Similarly,
on-line documentation can be more easily manipulated to accommodate user differences and
could, thus, include several levels of procedural information. In order to be particularly useful to
the entire user population, the operating procedures should be designed such that the lowest
(most detailed information) level is capable of assisting the most novice user of the CA/T
computer system.
Another key factor in determining the amount of detail of operational steps in the procedures lies
in the frequency of use of the task. Certain tasks are performed less often than others. Those
rarely performed may tend to be forgotten by the operator. Although the operator may have
been proficient to a certain degree at one time, infrequent use may require that the operator have
access to more detailed information in order to perform the task.
Often specific amounts of detail are necessary at different times. For instance, the more critical
the task, the less time the operator has to respond to prevent further increase in criticality. For
this reason, the procedures must be organized such that the time spent by the operator reading
the procedures is minimized while the successful outcome of the operator response is
maintained. In this instance, the user would not want to read through the most detailed levels of
the response plan. Instead, it would be more beneficial to the operator to have access to an upper
level of less detailed information. Some method of notifying the operator of the criticality of the
task (i.e.-an emergency task) should also be conveyed in the procedures.
The most useful response plan will be one that is created such that it provides several levels of
detail which can accommodate a variety of user ability and experience as well as a variety in task
criticality. These levels of informational detail should be organized such that they progress from
a general procedural overview to a very specific instructional sequence. Green and Marsden
(1992) describe a Procedures Document Database in a hierarchical organization of four levels.
Each of these levels provides information pertaining to the completion of the same task, but in
varying amounts of detail. Although their work pertains to industry, this concept is that which
the procedural layout of the Central Artery/Tunnel follows. Figure 4.1 is an adapted illustration
from Green and Marsden depicting the concept of the informational detail levels.
In this illustration, the top level, Response Plan Overview, provides the most basic elements of
the operating procedures. This level is the most general, and acts as a map for the operator in
maneuvering through the response plan. The second level, Expanded Information, comprises
conditional statements, system manipulation information, and instructions for the use of
equipment. Conditional statements (i.e.-if..., then..., else...) guide the operator to different
procedural steps for different situations. The second level also provides assistance to the operator
in the area of system manipulation which consists of information on which equipment to use, at
what time, and in what order. Finally, the second level provides guidance on how an operator
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should use specific equipment. For instance, this type of information would describe to the user
how to contact the Boston Fire Department via the CA/T hot-line or how to increase a ventilation
zone step level.
1
Reponse
Plan Overview:
Basic Elements
2
Expanded Information:
Conditional Statements,
System Manipulation, Equipment Use
3
Full Detailed Information:
Equipment Use,
System Manipulation, Conditional Statements
Figure 4.1: Levels of Procedural Detail
The third level, Full Detailed Information, provides the same categories of information as the
second level but in different proportions. In the figure, the second level lists conditional
statements first and equipment use last while the third level lists these components in reverse
order. This arrangement is due to the fact that the second level contains a greater quantity of
conditional statements than information regarding equipment use, and the third level contains
more information on equipment use than it does conditional statements. Methods for using
equipment is a skill which will generally be known by the more experienced OCC operators. The
beginning, novice operators will usually be the users who require this form of assistance. Thus,
equipment usage is relegated to the most detailed level. Conditional statements serve as a
slightly more detailed guide through the response plan and are, therefore, found in greater
quantity in the second level. These categories do not occupy mandated percentages of the second
and third levels. Instead, they are guidelines for the placement of information in the operating
procedures.
A great deal of research has provided evidence that procedural manuals which provide the user
with briefer instructions are actually more effective than those which include longer elaboration
on a subject. Reder found in 1986 that elaboration actually did not seem conceptually to improve
a user's understanding of a system. In fact, Reder and Anderson (1980) found that summaries
and overviews could prove more effective than the longer text they were summarizing. In regard
to the OCC, response plans which consist of briefer procedural steps should be incorporated.
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42.2.2 Task-Oriented Vs. Symptom-Oriented
Operating procedures have the capability of being utilized under several circumstances in the
OCC. These include routine (normal) tasks, emergency (abnormal) tasks, and special event (off
normal) tasks. Often, the operator will know the specific task which is to be performed. The
response plan will need to reflect this knowledge and thus provide instructions for the specific
task or event. These procedures are referred to as "task-oriented" (Sohr, 1983). Many tasks,
however, may not always be immediately known to the operator. Instead, the operator will be
aware of a specific abnormality or symptom. "Symptom-oriented" procedures need to provide
the user with instructions which help the operator to determine the event taking place from the
information known. Often, this known information is incomplete or only partially complete.
These symptomatic procedures will guide the user to determining the cause of the abnormality
and initiating the appropriate known emergency or special event task. For instances in which the
problem cannot be so readily determined, this procedural form will also provide the operator
with assistance in seeking further information as well as in "buying time" until that information is
found. This concept of buying time includes the implementation of preventative measures which
allow for the safe operation of the CA/T system until the source of the difficulty can be
discovered and corrected. Without the inclusion of such symptomatic procedures, the possibility
exists that the operator may not have the knowledge or experience to determine the specific task-
oriented procedure necessary for a particular situation. Symptom-oriented procedures will help
ensure the quick and accurate determination of the occurring abnormality and the proper
associated task.
4.2.223 Flexibility
One of the most important requirements of the operating procedures for the CA/T system is that
they be flexible. The system requires that the operator be able to revise and alter the system-
generated response plans at any time during the task. This feature must be reflected in the final
procedures. While for hard-copy manuals such alterations may be particularly difficult to
formulate, on-line documentation has the capability of being changed and converged.
The ability of the operator to update response plans is important due to the unpredictable and
constantly changing CA/T system. Unusual incidents not previously encountered or accounted
for may frequently occur. Although hard-copy documents will have difficulty in portraying such
flexibility, the computer system is capable of generating hybrid response plans. Additionally, in
computer based applications the operator is also capable of modifying a response plan to apply to
individual situations. In the event that a response plan requires modification, it must be
conducted in a manner which response plan elements are quickly and accurately added to or
deleted from the existing plan.
Another circumstance in which the flexibility of the operating procedures is necessary is found in
the fact that the status of the incident will be changing on a continuing basis throughout the
course of the incident resolution. Such variations in incident status have the capability of either
making portions of the response plan obsolete or requiring new portions be added. Some
instances will even require both the addition and deletion of response plan elements. The ability
to allow modifications based on changing incident status is necessary in on-line OCC operating
procedures. Additionally, the ability to update the status of the incident as well as modify the
elements of the response plan is also a requirement for the successful use of operating procedures
in the Operations Control Center.
The response plans must also demonstrate flexibility in their ability to work cooperatively with
external agencies such as the Boston Police and Fire Departments. In instances in which the
assistance of these agencies is required, the response plans need to include provisions for the
communication and coordination of the external agencies with the CA/T personnel.
Additionally, these stipulations should be implemented so as to prevent confusion while
maintaining proper awareness of the occurring situation.
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4.2.3 Evaluation and Revision Criteria
Equally important as the development stage is the evaluation stage. In fact, development is an
iterative process which includes testing, evaluation, and revision. For a complex technological
system such as the CA/T OCC, changes are to be expected. These changes, could be due to
further system optimization, advancements in technology, modifications in operator duties, or
differences on user preferences. Because the concept of traffic management systems is new, the
entire realm of possible difficulties in operation or anticipated emergency incidents have not been
classified. Realistically, it is not possible to ever be able to determined and classify every form of
problematic occurrence for the reason that these occurrences are random and unpredictable.
Thus, the ability of the system to accommodate new and previously unaccounted for incident
types is necessary. Regardless of the nature of changes to be made to the system, however, these
changes must be provided for in the operating procedures. It is more than likely that the
operating procedures will require occasional or regular updating which accompanies the changes
in the system. Methods must be incorporated into the procedures which ensure that they may be
easily revised and that the operator will be aware of the revisions.
The more difficult procedures are to revise, the more costly these revisions will be, and the less
eager system engineers will be to make these revisions. Another motivating factor for
incorporating provisions for updating into the operating procedures lies in the fact that operators
who are not aware of revisions, will not know to enact the new requirements in their response
plans. Response plans which inform the operator of new information or procedural steps will
ensure the accomplishment of these new tasks.
4.3 Presentation and Discussion of Operating Procedure Guidelines
This sections sets forth a set of guidelines to be used in the creation of operating procedures for
the CA/T system. In order to demonstrate the use of these guidelines, the three sample incident
scenarios created and presented in Chapter 3 have been used as examples. These tasks were
developed such that they would correspond to a variety of operations of a critical nature; thus,
each scenario incorporates various aspects of CA/T OCC operations. It is during one of these
critical operations in which command and control procedures will most likely prove most
beneficial. The use of the various incidents as examples, thus, provides a demonstration of the
capabilities of the operating procedures under a range of CA/T traffic and facility system
operations.
The operating procedure guidelines for computer-based documentation were developed into
working demonstrations on a computer system through the use of VAPS software and the work
of Thomas Chao. His assistance was utilized and appreciated in the development of the on-line
demo and window display as well as the creation of the Helvetica vector font.
The first incident scenario, "High Carbon Monoxide Levels, Unknown Cause" is one which is
"symptom-oriented." That is, the operator is alerted to a specific abnormality but is unaware of
the cause of the abnormality. The operating procedures must, therefore, instruct the user in
determining the nature of the disturbance and in initiating the appropriate response to the
disturbance (see Figure B1 of Appendix B).
The second of the scenarios, "Vehicle Collision on Tunnel Roadway" is "task-oriented," meaning
that the operator has been alerted to an incident, has confirmed the incident, and is ready to
respond. The operating procedures, in this case, will provide the operator with all of the steps
necessary to complete the response and resolve the incident. This particular incident will also
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portray the ability of the operating procedures to provide the operator with instructional steps
which last the duration of the response plan (see Figure B2 of Appendix B).
Like the second incident, this scenario is also task-oriented. In this example, however, an
additional abnormality occurs which requires special attention-the vehicle collision has erupted
into a fire. Through the use of this scenario example, the flexibility of the operating procedures to
modify the incident status and the response plan in accordance can be demonstrated.
Additionally, the ability of the procedures to coordinate the response of an external agency, in
this case the Fire Department, with the CA/T personnel may be demonstrated.
4.3.1 Layout and Presentation Guidelines
Guidelines which govern the presentation of the operating procedures for the CA/T OCC include
specifications for the form of media used in presentation, the type of text and graphics utilized in
the layout of the procedures, and the general structure in which the procedures are formatted.
43.1.1 Medium
In the design of operating procedures for the Central Artery/Tunnel Operations Control Center,
the use of both printed instructions as well as computer-based procedures would be the most
advantageous method of conveying procedural information to the operator. In this manner, the
benefits of each form of media may be extracted. Such advantages were discussed in section 4.2.1
Layout and Presentation Criteria, and they include propensity for flexibility in on-line systems as
well as utilization ability away from the computer for printed procedures.
Because the difference in hard copy, printed procedures and on-line, computer-based procedures
transcends the specific category of "Medium," these differences are described for each category of
guidelines presented in this section as well as those ensuing.
4.3.1.2 Textual and Graphical Specifications
The selection of appropriate font size and type to provide maximum operator readability and
comprehension is a necessary step in designing operating procedures. In the majority of
computer applications, some form of sanserif letter is generally used to facilitate user interaction.
For these guidelines, Helvetica is recommended for its smooth characters and readability
features.
The size of the characters used in the operating procedures is another issue which correlates to
the operator's ability to read and understand information under various lighting and stress
conditions. A character which is optimally sized to allow for the most possible information on a
workstation screen or a piece of printed paper while minimizing operator eye strain is the goal of
font size selection.
In order to determine an adequate minimum for character size in the use of on-line operating
procedures, the following relation governing the minimum height of a character for operator
viewing from Dhillon (1986) was utilized as a guideline:
h = (0.0022)d + cl +c2
where hi is the height of the letter, d is the operator viewing distance (estimated at approximately
24 inches), and cl and c2 are constants relating to lighting conditions and criticality respectively.
From this relation, the minimum character height was determined to be 4.77mm. Woodson
(1981) provides recommendations for the height to width ratio of a character as between 5:3 and
32. For emphasized letters, up to a 1:1 ratio can be utilized. Thus, using the recommended ratio
of 3:2, a width of 3.18 mm was calculated. Here cl and c2 were specified for good lighting
conditions and a critical operation.
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As an informal verification of this relation, a sampling of font sizes was tested on the workstation
screen. By viewing the computer screen and estimating the minimum of comfortable viewing
size of Romans letters (the closest approximation to Helvetica font on the computer software), a
size which was a factor of 0.4 of the original 32x22 point default size was found to be the lower
limit. Converted into millimeters (1 point = 035 mm), this size is 4.48 mm in height and 3.08 mm
in width. Thus, the informal test provided estimates which were very close in proximity to those
calculated in the formula.
For printed procedural instructions, the minimum size of font which still provides comfortable
reading for the operator should be approximately 9 point. As with the computer-based
procedures, larger character sizes may be utilized and are recommended in certain circumstances.
The guidelines which have been presented here simply provide a boundary for minimum
character height.
Sentence structure entails the placement and inclusion of verbs, objects, and other words in the
sentence. Many sources have researched this subject and made recommendations to increase
operator understanding and completion time. The TVA Office of Nuclear Power provides a
detailed guide which indicates that the best structure is comprised of several points, some of
which are included in the following list. These structural guidelines reflect the advantage of
minimum procedures over maximum explanation in the fact that all aim to simplify the
information being conveyed to the operator.
· An action verb followed by a direct object.
· One verb per action.
· Verbs which indicate actual physical or mental action. Some examples include
START or STOP for rotating equipment that is power driven,
NOTIFY for steps which require operator to inform another party of relevant
information,
DISPATCH to send an Emergency Response Team to a specified location,
DEPRESS and HOLD for pushbutton switches,
PLACE and HOLD for other types of switches,
OBSERVE for confirming equipment responses,
CONFIRM for confirming operator actions,
VERIFY for steps that require second operator confirmation,
MONITOR for continuing steps,
CHECK for steps which asses situation,
INITIATE for steps which require the start of another task, and
TERMINATE for steps which require the termination of the current task.
· The simplest verb to indicate desired meaning. Some examples include
STOP instead of IMMOBILIZE,
USE instead of UTILIZE, and
METHOD instead of METHODOLOGY.
· Omission of the understood subject, "you."
· Omission of most articles such as "a," "an," and "the."
· Composition of as few words as possible to adequately convey procedure.
Guidelines regarding the use and placement of textual items entail issues such as line spacing,
margin size, category headings, procedure titles, and so on. These guidelines and
recommendations are provided here.
* Use of boldface, capital, enlarged font for action verbs.
· Use of text for step numbers that match action verbs.
· Use of same size font for remaining text.
· Separation of action verbs from direct objects (see Figure 4.2).
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[1] ACTION VERB Direct Object
[2] LONGER ACTION VERB Direct Object
[3] LONGEST ACTION VERB Direct Object
Figure 4.2: Separation of Action Verbs from Direct Objects
* Direct objects listed separately (i.e.-separate lines) for more than one object (example in
Figure 4.3).
[1] ACTION VERB Direct Object
[2] LONGER ACTION VERB Direct Object #1
Direct Object #2
Direct Object #3
[3] LONGEST ACTION VERB Direct Object
Figure 4.3: Separate Line Listing of Multiple Direct Objects
* Indention of sub-tasks from preceding task (see Figure 4.4).
[1] ACTION VERB (1)
[1.11 ACTION VERB (1.1)
(1.1.1) ACTION VERB
(1.1.2) ACTION VERB
(1.1.3) ACTION VERB
[1.2] ACTION VERB (1.2)
(1.2.1) ACTION VERB
(1.2.2) ACTION VERB
(1.2.3) ACTION VERB
[2] ACTION VERB(2)
[2.11 ACTION VERB (2.1)
(2.1.1) ACTION VERB
(2.1.2) ACTION VERB
(2.1.3) ACTION VERB
[2.2] ACTION VERB (2.2)
(2.2.1) ACTION VERB
(2.2.2) ACTION VERB
(2.2.3) ACTION VERB
Direct Object
(1.1.1)
(1.1.2)
(1.1.3)
(1.2.1)
(1.2.2)
(1.2.3)
Direct Object
(2.1.1)
(2.1.2)
(2.1.3)
(2.2.1)
(2.2.2)
(2.2.3)
Figure 4.4: Indention of Subtasks from Preceding Tasks
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Textual guidelines which are specific to computer-based procedures only include the points
provided below.
* Use of lightly grayed text for steps which have been completed.
· Use of heavily highlighted or bolded text for steps which are in progress.
· Use of highlighted text for steps which are continuing.
The example depicted in Figure 4.4 raises the issue of the method of numbering of procedural
steps. For this application in which the lower levels of information is limited to three or four
levels deep (see Section 4.32 for full explanation of information levels), it is recommended that
the numbering scheme which be used is as shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Recommended Numbering Method
For any procedural steps beyond a fourth level, a string of numbers and decimals will become
very confusing to the user. Attempting to restrain procedure levels to three is highly
recommended to avoid as much operator confusion as possible.
When listing items in a procedural step (i.e.-a list of external agencies to be notified, or a list of
direct objects upon which the action verb is being operated, etc.), the recommended notation
utilizes letters (A, B, C,... and a, b, c,...) rather than numbers. By assigning the use of numbers to
the task of marking procedural steps only, while letters serve the purpose of naming listed items
in a procedural step, this notation attempts to reduce operator confusion even further. An
example of this notation is also depicted in Figure 45.
Illustrations, symbols, and pictograms must be used in a fashion which promotes uniformity and
facilitates understanding. Illustrations which add confusion should not be utilized. The
recommendations for the use of symbols and illustrations as provided by the TVA Office of
Nuclear Power have been adapted for the specific use in the Central Artery/Tunnel. These
adapted guidelines have been provided here.
Brackets or boxes indicating procedural step numbers as illustrated in Figure 4.6.
1 or [1.1] or (1.1.1)
Figure 4.6: Procedure Step Number Symbol Notation
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[1] MAJOR PROCEDURE STEP A. Direct Object #1
B. Direct Object #2
C. Direct Object #3
(1.1) SUB PROCEDURE STEP
(1.1.1) SUB SUB PROCEDURE STEP
A. List Item #1
B. List Item #2
a. Sub List Item #1
b. Sub List Item #2
C. List Item #3
(1.1.1.1) SUB SUB SUB PROCEDURE STEP
· Uniform symbols indicating specific items of equipment. Figure 4.7 provides an example
of use in the CA/T system.
C 173SW |
Camera Number and Direction
Figure 4.7: Equipment or Machinery Symbol Notation
· Uniform symbols indicating specific locations in the CA/T system (see Figure 4.8).
Roadway Location I ] or Ventilation Zone [j
Figure 4.8: CA/T System Location Symbol Notation
· Uniform symbols which direct user to previous or future steps/sections (see Figure 4.9).
GSo Step m and Step ED
Figure 4.9: Branching Symbol Notation
The use of color coding in operating procedures, or any computer application, poses a number of
challenges and disputes. While many studies and ergonomic handbooks maintain that color use
is beneficial over monochrome displays, dissenting views (Appleyard and Kirwan, 1992) argue
that properly used color produces approximately identical responses as the utilization of no
color. In addition, properly used color also produces improved responses over improperly used
color. Zwaga (1993) found that the primary method of system designers to incorporate color into
applications used personal preference and very general ergonomic recommendations. The
resulting computer applications were, therefore, not effective. Zwaga suggests applying color to
the computer displays according to "task-oriented display specifications" as well as "application
specific design."
In order to create a user-friendly operating procedure display screen, color must be properly
applied. Perhaps the most important aspect relating to the use of color involves the idea that a
point exists at which the addition of more colors to a screen only serves to reduce the positive
effects of the utilization of color. Computer displays too cluttered with color are not only
aesthetically unattractive, but they can also be confusing to the operator as well.
Although the specific design of display screens falls outside the scope of this study, several
guidelines for determining how color should be used are provided here. Zwaga's approach
begins with determining those informational elements relevant to the current task. In this
method, important task information is displayed in a prominent manner. Information not as
pertinent to the task is shown more discretely while completely irrelevant information is
suppressed or not shown. By not displaying every piece of information at the same time, the
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informational overload of the operator is avoided. Color is then used to mark the "conceptual
differences between items of information."
The second portion of the study conducted by Zwaga included applying color based upon the
application of the software. While many handbooks exist which provide guidance for using color
in displays, it is important to note that these guidelines are very general and must be carefully
applied to each specific application. Appleyard and Kirwan (1992) experimented with a set of
ergonomically constructed color coded screens in which each color had been specifically analyzed
and applied to a particular item or function in the screen. This set was compared to another set
containing colors chosen without such careful consideration and analysis. The first set produced
quicker response times and better comprehension among operators than did the latter of the sets.
Thus, in determining the color to be used in operating procedure display screens, task analysis
and CA/T specific equipment configurations should be utilized in addition to general ergonomic
color guidelines in order to achieve the most effective color coding.
43.1.3 Formatting Structure
Another primary layout and presentation issue involves the format in which the procedures are
presented to the user. The method in which the material is organized and ordered in the
procedure is of great importance in operator comprehension. In writing procedures, the
individual steps must be organized such that each is ordered from lowest step number to highest
in the chronological order necessary for the resolution of the task. For instances in which certain
steps should be completed at approximately the same time, the steps should be ordered from
lower to higher in order of criticality. For this reason, it is necessary that some form of ranking
system be used to determine the degree of criticality of each task step relative to those other steps
being performed in the same task response plan.
One example of the necessity for the determination of the criticality of each procedural step is
found in Incident Scenario 2 (Figure B2 of Appendix B). In steps 2 and 4 which require the
notification of external agencies, the knowledge of which agency is most critical to the resolution
of the incident is necessary. Step 2 mandates the notification of the Boston Police Department as
well as Emergency Medical Services. Step 4 has been reserved for the less critical external
agencies such as the Regional OCC. These agencies are not as important, and even allow the
inclusion of a more crucial procedural Step 3 prior to their notification. In fact, to spend time
notifying these agencies of Step 4 before dispatching the appropriate CA/T Emergency Station
would result in a great loss of time and, perhaps, heightening of the incident problems. Thus, by
determining a system of ranking based on chronology and criticality, the fastest and most
accurate response can occur.
In addition to the order of the information to be included in the response plans, the operating
procedures themselves must be presented to the user utilizing some form or structure. Two
major options exist in which the procedures may be formatted for presentation to the operator.
The first involves a format similar to that of a numbered list. This structure is depicted in Figure
4.10 and utilizes the first incident scenario, High Carbon Monoxide Levels of Unknown Cause, as
an example.
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Figure 4.10: Numbered List Format (Incident Scenario 1)
The second option consists of formatting the response plan as a flow chart as portrayed in Figure
4.11. Again, the first incident scenario was used as an example in demonstrating the flow chart
structure.
In each of these formats, more detailed information on lower levels would be accessible by
expanding a specific task number shown.
For this particular application in the Central Artery/Tunnel, the "numbered list" format has
several advantages over the flow chart method of organization. To begin with, for hard-copy
documents in which the full amount of procedural information is to be provided simultaneously,
the numbered list would allow for easier implementation of this expansion. The very nature of
the flow chart structure does not allow for easy expansion. This flow chart expansion would
have to be done by showing the entire flow chart with all of its smallest components. An
expansion of this sort would include a great number of components which could cause confusion
for the operator. Additionally, the information would not fit on the same page, and the format
does not allow for easy page to page conversion.
This argument also holds true for on-line procedures. Although implementation of lower level
expansion would be better provided for in computer based procedures, the expansion of a single
block of a flow chart into a lower level flow chart does not map to human comprehension as well
as the numbered list strategy. Humans are more accustomed to the numbered list formats,
particularly in the use of lower level lists.
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CO Sensor Monitong
l CHECK Screen 7WB for CO Levels >60ppm
L OBSERVE Vntplationt Zo ns for CO-based control
L[] SCAN Location T via C 173 S for traffic congestion
Ventilation Zon OBSERVE C Fan Status Sc*r J for abnormal operation
Appropriate
INITIATE Emergency /Termination
Task
Figure 4.11: Flow Chart Format (Incident Scenario 1)
4.3.2 Informational Content Guidelines
43.2.1 Procedural Detail
The response plans must be created such that they allow for several levels of detail which can
accommodate variation in user ability and experience and variation in task criticality. Such
allowances can be accomplished in a couple of manners. For printed, hard copy material,
headings and sub-headings may be used to identify major tasks and their sub tasks. Users could
easily spot the primary tasks and, if necessary, utilize the sub tasks of that task. If the sub tasks
are not necessary, the operator could move to the next easily identifiable primary task. The goal
in creation of the primary, top level tasks would be to keep the task description to a minimum
without sacrificing information. An general example of these hard-copy instructions is provided
in Figure 4.12.
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CHECK
CO Sensor MonitoringScreen i |
for
CO Levels >60ppm
OBSERVE
Ventilat on
Step Control Screens 
for
CO-based control
SCAN
Location TH via
for
traffic congestion
OBSERVE
entilation Zon 
Fan Status Screens 
for
abnormal operation
INITIATE
Appropriate
Emergency /Termination
Task
-
Figure 4.12: Printed Response Plan Format
The use of a computer system for the delivery of procedures to the operator provides an
additional level of convenience. All levels of the procedure no longer have to be exhibited on the
same display or at the same time. For on-line, computer based procedural response plans, it is
possible to present the different levels of sub tasks to the operator separately. For instance, the
top level tasks can be initially provided (see Figure 4.13). If the user then needs access to more
detailed information, s/he may have the response plan expanded by clicking on the expand
button of the desired procedural step. In working with Thomas Chao to implement the
procedures into a functional computer application, Chao designed this expansion button to
display "More...", a very accurate representation to the user of the purpose of the command
button. The expansion buttons of each step are located in a column on the right hand side of the
procedure window are shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. The expanded window may then be
closed by clicking the box notation for closure on the upper left perimeter of the window display.
From each expanded level, the operator may expand the procedures even further to access even
lower levels of information. Each lower level of procedural steps can be presented to the user in
the form of cascading windows (to be seen in Figures 4.14 and 4.15). The operating procedures of
the first incident scenario have been used in the following figures to demonstrate the
organization of information in the computer-based application.
Figure 4.14 displays an expanded version encompassing the next lower levels of the particular
step for which additional information was requested. The on-line response plans can be designed
such that only one additional level is accessed by each expansion. The leveled procedure
windows are then presented to the user in a cascading form as seen in the figure, and the step
which has been expanded is to be clearly indicated to the operator.
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[1] TASK1
(1.1) Subtaskl.1
(1.1.1) Full Detailed Information
(1.1.2) Full Detailed Information
(1.2) Subtaskl.2
(12.1) Full Detailed Information
(12.2) Full Detailed Information
(1.3) Subtaskl.3
(13.1) Full Detailed Information
(13.2) Full Detailed Information
[2] TASK2
(2.1) Subtask2.1
(2.2) Subtask2.2
(2.3) Subtask2.3
[3] TASK3
Procedure 
_3 CHECK Scre~oror~oniborng~~en 17cfor CO Levels >6ppm
[i OBSERVE Ventbtion trzon i for CObsed control$b Contrl Screens
LSC SCAN Location via c for traffic congestion
L~~] OBSERVE ZV~ntH for abnoml opration
Fan Status Screeno
[ INITIATE Emergency /Termination
Figure 4.13: Computer Based Response Plan, Top Level
Lt==~~=~i. Procedure :,iii
~[j CHECK rcO SOeeor Moni.rinO 6pmz CHEC sc 13 J br CO Leves ~ppm
I
OBSE
E SCA
[' OBSI
Procedure, Level 2 
[2.1] OPEN Vkhtion Znjtop Control Screens
[2.2] OBSERVE that Zone j is in CO-based control
-_ 
lul fFiUI U l n
ITIAT Appropriate 
INITIATE tEmergency /Termination
Task
Figure 4.14: Computer Based Response Plan, Lower Level
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If the operator then desires even more detailed information, s/he may access it by again selecting
a specific procedural step and expanding it. Figure 4.15 displays an even further expanded
version of the on-line operating procedures. Here, three levels have been cascaded with the
lowest, most detailed procedural steps at the front and the highest, most general procedural steps
at the back. Once the operator has completed the lower level tasks, s/he may close that lower
level window and return to the higher, less detailed level.
Figure 4.15: Computer Based Response Plan, Lowest Level
The illustrations of Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 as well as Figure 4.1 of the previous section,
portray a system of operating procedures composed of three informational levels. Although it is
possible to enact a system containing more than three levels, the greater the number of detail
levels, the more confusing maneuvering through the procedures will be. For instance, a
procedure which contains eleven levels of detail will pose problems to the operator when the
information needed is on the eleventh level. This difficulty is particularly amplified in the on-line
situation in which the operator would be required to open and close ten new windows in order to
access the lowest level information. Not only is this method time consuming, but it can also be
confusing to the user who must remember the primary goal of the top level step while fulfilling
the requirements of the lowest level steps. Three levels are, therefore, recommended for use in
the CA/T OCC application. The procedures should not, however, exceed four levels. Incident
Scenario #1 has been provided as an example of a procedure which possesses four informational
levels.
4.3.2.2 Task and Symptom Oriented Procedures
In order to ensure the best possible coverage of the operating procedures for all forms of CA/T
system incidents, the procedures should be designed such that they may take on the form of
either a task-oriented response plan or a symptom-oriented response plan. In a task-oriented
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response plan, the incident is known, and the response plan is used to resolve the incident and
return the CA/T system to normal, routine task operations. In a symptom-oriented response
plan, the incident is not known; however, the operator is aware of a specific abnormality. Thus,
this form would guide the user to determine the cause of the abnormality, "buy time" until the
determination is made, and then initiate the appropriate task-oriented response plan. Buying
time consists of enacting stabilizing, back-up actions which may not cure the problem but assists
in maintaining the safe, acceptable operation of the CA/T system until the problem is found and
can be resolved. The example provided in Incident Scenario 1 would require a response plan
which is symptom-oriented or symptomatic. Incident Scenarios 2 and 3 provide demonstrations
in which the operator is instantaneously aware of the type of emergency and can, thus,
immediately initiate the appropriate task-oriented response plan.
43.2.3 FlexibiUlity
The concept of flexibility in operating procedures stems from the fact that not all incidents which
occur in the operation of the CA/T system will be predetermined. In fact, a great number of
incidents will more than likely involve new circumstances not previously encountered. By
initially designing procedures which can react to and accommodate these changing events, a
greater level of accuracy in operation can be assured even for uncertain events.
In order to provide flexibility in operation, the procedures must be designed such that they
provide the system user with several accommodating features. These features include the
abilities to (1) modify response plans, (2) account for changing incident status, (3) enact adequate
response plans based on only partial or missing information, (4) perform system manipulation
functions quickly and accurately, and (5) coordinate changing incident events.
The CA/T system necessitates the operator's ability to modify the response plan for varying tasks
and incident status. As stated in points one and two in the preceding paragraph, the operator
needs to be able to update the status of the incident as well as modify the elements in the
response plan. According to the design specifications of DeLeuw, Cather, and Company (April,
1993), upon the occurrence of an incident, the computer system will provide the operator with a
default response plan which can be accepted, rejected, or modified. This type of application is
very beneficial in an ever-changing system such as the CA/T. For occurrences which do not
conform to anticipated incidents, this design allows the operator the option to "tailor fit" the
response to the actual incident.
The capacity to update the status of an incident is also an important element in the creation of
flexible operating procedures. For example, Incident Scenario #2 is the collision of a vehicle on
the roadway of a tunnel in the CA/T system. When an operator initiates a response plan to
resolve this situation, the computer will produce the plan based on the currently known
information regarding the status of the incident. If, after the plan has been accepted and the
operator has begun fulfilling the steps of the operating procedures, a fire breaks out at the scene
of the collision (Incident Scenario #3), the operator would need to update the status of the
incident. In other words, the user would need to inform the computer system that the incident
has changed. As a result, the operating procedures will require modification to account for the
alteration in the status of the incident. For on-line computer based procedures, the computer
system should have the capability of translating the incident parameters input by the operator
into an appropriate response plan or response plan modification. An example of this system
proficiency is illustrated in Figure 4.16, a display screen proposed as a guideline for the
incorporation of both the operating procedures and the incident status in the same window.
Figure 4.16 portrays an example of a response plan window for Incident Scenario #2 which
incorporates the operating procedures for the resolution of the event, all relevant information
regarding the current status of the incident, and the commands to modify or update this
information. Dependent upon the task, the information appearing in the Incident Status area
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may vary. This configuration provides the system user with all information needed in
performing the task. Thus, the process of opening other windows and searching for additional
information may be avoided. To have this information conveniently located for easy
manipulation and modification allows faster response times and reduces operator confusion
which can be caused from an overload of informational sources.
E 1 V VEHICLE COLUSION RESPONSE PLAN ' I
Incident Status
Location: 
# of Vehicles: -1
Lanes Affected:
Detailed Information: I
Left Cenler
Spill, Hazardous
CO Levels High
, Fire
, HC Levels High I
I Spill, Non-Hazardous 'I - - - - - - -
-_--_ Procedures
Right U
*cjjj
-jrmtnate
odiicationJ
Figure 4.16: Response Plan Window Display for Flexible Procedures
In order for the operator to change the status of the incident, s/he would click the "Update"
button, change the appropriate information, and click the "Confirm" button. As a method of
insurance for avoiding accidental updates, a dialog box can be used upon clicking the "Confirm"
button. The box would state the changes that have been made and ask the operator to either
accept them or cancel them. Changes in the incident status will usually call for resulting changes
in the operating procedures. Once the operator has confirmed the incident status update, the
computer can generate modifications to the remaining operating procedure steps, present them to
the user, ask for acceptance or modification, and incorporate them into the current operating
procedures. It is important than the resulting modifications to the operating procedures do not
abruptly interrupt the current response plan and cause confusion among the operator and other
CA/T personnel. The changes must be appropriately incorporated into the response plan such
that the operator is aware of the modifications. This can be accomplished through the use of
dialog boxes indicating which steps are being altered, added, and/or deleted. It is also important
that the modifications be made to only those steps the operator has not yet completed. If changes
are made to previous completed steps, the operator may be unaware of the changes or may have
greater difficulty in going back to previous steps rather than moving on to new ones.
If the operator chooses to make a modification to the response plan at any time, s/he may click
the "Modify" button, select additional elements from a standard list, remove desired elements
from the current procedures, and accept the changes by clicking the "Confirm Modification"
button. If the operator simply wants to add or delete a single element, the "Add" or "Delete"
button may be used respectively. As with changes in the incident status, dialog boxes may also
be used in the case of changes to the operating procedure elements.
For printed instructions, these modifications of response plan and incident status cannot be
accomplished in the same manner as computer based documentation. Thus, the use of a single
"base" procedure for a specific task should be utilized. Instructions for the occurrence of
abnormal events may be built into this single procedure. Conditional statements assist in
providing the operator with a variety of possible choices to match the incident at hand. Examples
of the base procedure concept are provided in Appendix B for all three incident scenarios.
The third flexibility issue involves the occurrence of incidents in which information is missing.
Missing information may be particularly common in situations which have not been previously
encountered. The computer would, thus, have no predetermined response plan for this
occurrence. This type of partial information occurrence would, therefore, be resolved through the
use of symptomatic procedures. The operator would enter all known information to the
computer system which would, in turn, generate a hybrid response plan based on the partial
information. This symptomatic procedure would assist the operator in enacting actions to help
compensate for problems in the CA/T system that are a result of this situation. In addition, it
would guide the operator through searching the CA/T subsystems for more information
regarding the abnormality (see section 3.4.1 for more information on this critical operation). If the
procedures are designed such that the information gathered by the operator while performing the
symptom-oriented procedures is provided to the system, the computer will then be able to
update incident status and reformulate the response plan to narrow the focus of the procedures
and better determine the missing information. The computer will then also be more accurately
able to provide the operator with necessary steps to compensate for the problems due to the
situation.
One recommendation for providing the computer with updated information determined from
each procedural step is the use of operator confirmation question buttons shown in Figure 4.17.
The confirmation information would be provided in a single column close to the right side of the
procedure window. Thus, the operator will easily be able to locate those steps which require
some form of confirmation. When the operator determines the needed information of a
procedural step, s/he has the option of clicking the one of two responses-a positive or a
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negative-in the confirmation column. The system can use this information to determine future
steps necessary for the operator to take. For instance, if the operator clicked the "Yes" button for
heavy traffic congestion in step three, the system may determine that certain steps associated
with the step four are no longer necessary. Thus, the computer can make recommendations to
the user that certain modifications be made to the operating procedures that will guide the
operator to the eventual resolution of the problem.
One important feature regarding the use of the confirmation column in partial information
situations is that it should not be required to be used. Knowledgeable operators who have had a
great deal of experience with the system and symptomatic response plans may find that
mandatory use of confirmation or even acknowledgment steps slows their progress and response
time. On the other hand, unskilled or inexperienced operators may find the confirmation
columns extremely helpful in providing information necessary to the discovery and resolution of
the incident. Thus, this feature would be more appealing and useful to the user if it were
optional rather than required.
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Figure 4.17: Symptom-Oriented Procedures With an Action and Confirmation Column
Points four and five are issues of flexibility which encompass the capabilities of the operating
procedures to include steps by which the operator can perform functions from within the
procedures. Some instances include initiating other tasks, acknowledging the completion of
steps, opening additional workstation windows, and/or performing the specific duties of each
task. By allowing certain functions to be performed from within the response plan window, the
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operator is able to save time by not having to manually perform each of these functions.
Regardless of the capabilities of the response plans, however, the computer system should
provide for both automatic and manual activation of each of these features.
The ability to initiate an emergency task directly from the operating procedures is one example of
system manipulation which can be incorporated into the response plan window. For example,
step five of Incident Scenario 1 provides the user with the opportunity to initiate an emergency
task-oriented response plan by clicking on the icon labeled "Appropriate Emergency/
Termination Task." This label has the capability of changing to a specific emergency task if the
operator utilizes the cascading confirmation windows to provide the system with information
regarding the specific problem and necessary emergency or termination task. Other forms of
initiation icons may be used as well. The selection of the "Initiate" icon could be followed by a
dialog box informing the user that this operation will terminate the current response plan and
asking for confirmation of the operator action.
Acknowledging the completion of a procedural step is another function which the response plan
window can include. The design in this study recommends the utilization a step
acknowledgment button on the left side of the procedure step numbers. Thomas Chao is credited
with the implementation of this button into the on-line procedural aid. The buttons are empty
circles which the operator clicks to indicate step completion. Upon clicking the button, a black
dot will appear inside the circle to show that the computer is aware the step has been completed.
At this time, the computer will "gray" the completed step so the operator will remain aware that
step has been completed. These buttons can also be used to indicate continuing steps a black dot
that flashes at a slow rate. A rate of 0.67 Hz was used in this application for the computer
demonstration. Thus, while the operator works on later steps, the flashing dot will act as a
reminder that this step is still continuing (i.e.-an ongoing monitoring step, for example). These
acknowledgment buttons are also shown in Figure 4.17. In order to keep the procedures as
flexible as possible, clicking the buttons would be optional for the user. As discussed earlier,
more experienced users may decide to not utilize this option while less experienced users would
probably opt to use it. If necessary for particularly sensitive steps, the selection of the "Done"
command could be followed by a dialog box asking the user for confirmation that the step has
been completed.
The ability to perform functions of the operating procedures from within the procedural steps is
yet another example of flexibility in system manipulation. It may be easier and save time if the
procedural steps could be linked to certain commands of the CA/T system. This is not to imply
that all commands should be linked to the operating procedures. Some possible candidates for
incorporation into the response plan window are provided here.
The system could be programmed with the ability to contact all necessary external
agencies simply by clicking a "Notify" button or icon within a procedural step. For
instance, steps 2 and 4 of Incident Scenario 2 could include provisions for an operator to
click a "Notify" command button which would send notification of the incident and
specified details to all agencies which required notification (i.e.-Police, Fire, etc.). The
agencies to which notification would be sent would be specified in a list recommended by
the response plan but subject to modification by the operator. If the external agencies are
linked by the computer system, this transfer of information could include all necessary,
relevant files. For agencies not connected by computer, some type of automatic phone
notification would be recommended. Finally, for agencies of less importance such as local
radio stations, a possible form of automatic notification could be completed by phone or
facsimile. The ability of the operator to simply click a button to perform all of these
notification tasks which would normally require a number of personal manual phone calls
could greatly reduce the response time of the operator in the resolution of the situation.
* Emergency Response Teams (ERT) could be dispatched by selecting that relating
functional icon from the response plan step (see Incident Scenario 2, step 3). If the ERT is
linked to the central computer system, the selection of that command would send all
relevant system information to the ERT. This method would save an great amount of time
while ensuring that the ERT is provided with all necessary information which could be
omitted by an OCC operator during a personal phone call. The procedures would include
instructions for receiving confirmation from the team that the ERT has been dispatched.
The specific ERT(s) which are dispatched by the operator would be recommended by the
response plan. As always, they would be subject to approval by the operator.
* All of the field devices could be changed directly from the operating procedures by
selecting a "Change" command or icon within that procedural step (see Incident Scenario
3, step 8). The specific changes would be recommended and specified by the response
plan based on incident type, traffic volume, and location of ERT which would be
responding. The operator would be able to modify the changes if necessary. This
incorporation of functions within the operating procedures would eliminate the need for
the operator to open additional windows to activate traffic system elements and would,
therefore, save time.
* The ability to open additional windows from the operating procedures by selecting the
icon representing that screen in the procedural step would save operator time by
eliminating the need to find the window by going through several pull down menus
provided in the workstation menu bar. This incorporation would also eliminate the need
to describe how to open the window via the manual menu method in the operating
procedures. An example is provided in Incident Scenario 1. When an operator needs to
open the Ventilation Zone Step Control Screen of step 2, the system user could simply
select that icon, and the screen would open.
These commands could be performed by the operator clicking a command button located in an
action column. The action column is shown in Figure 4.17 and coincides with the confirmation
column. Steps whose required action is to confirm a state would fall under the category
confirmation. All actions would be easy to spot by the operator. Once the operator decided to
perform the action, s/he would click the box next to the command action. An "x" in the box
would indicate that the action had taken place.
The final flexibility issue regards the concern over the coordination of continuing operations. The
operating procedures are designed to make the operator aware of the fact that some procedural
steps may continue throughout the entire length of the incident management phase. This
specification can be accomplished through the use of highlighted text for the continuing
procedure, step and/or the use of the acknowledgment button to indicate the step is "In
progress..."
The screen compiled by Thomas Chao as an on-line demonstration of the role of the operating
procedures in CA/T OCC incident management is provided in Figure 4.18. It demonstrates the
use of the acknowledgment button, the "grayed out" text for completed steps, the highlighted
text for current steps, and a single illustration of the "M.ore" button for expansion. Chao's
development of this figure utilized the guidelines provided in this study, the specifications set
forth by DeLeuw, Cather, and Company, and the research and knowledge of Chao, himself.
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by Thomas Cao
Figure 4.18: Computer Display of Operating Procedures in Incident Management
4.3.3 Evaluation and Revision Guidelines
In the use operating procedures in the CA/T OCC, it will be necessary that the procedures be
evaluated and revised when warranted. Because it is the findings of the evaluation process
which will provide recommendations for the revisions which are to be made, guidelines for the
evaluation of the operating procedures will be discussed first.
433.1 Evaluation
The process of evaluation includes the collection of information, the analysis of the information,
and the transformation of that information into useful recommendations. Likewise should the
process of evaluation occur for the operating procedures in the OCC. The collection of
information to be utilized in the future is the first step. This step would require the maintenance
of daily operator logs for the various functions performed. Of importance in these daily logs
would be the following:
* types of incidents which had occurred,
* procedures the operator had used in the resolution of each incident,
· modifications which had been made to each procedure, and
· other actions taken by the operator in the incident resolution.
The use of computer-based procedures is particularly convenient in the information collection
stage. The computer system could be used to automatically maintain such logs. Maintaining
manual logs for operations in which printed procedures are used would be more time costly as
well as less accurate. The operator would not be able to keep the log during an emergency
situation and would, therefore, be forced to wait until the termination of the event to record his or
her log. In this manner, the operator may not remember or may neglect to record all information,
particularly if s/he is required to perform several emergency operations back to back before
obtaining the opportunity to make an entry in the log.
The information collected in daily logs will be of great importance in the analysis of system use
and in diagnosing system problems. By looking at the manner in which the system and the
operating procedures were utilized in the past for specific circumstances, problems encountered
in the future may be more readily understood. Additionally, resolution plans for these problems
may be better implemented using the knowledge of successful and/or unsuccessful methods of
the past.
Log information will also provide valuable information in the optimization of the system. For
instance, the analysis of various forms of procedures utilized for the same incident may point to
procedure configurations in which response time and incident resolution is quicker. In the same
manner, the analysis may direct system engineers to procedural configurations in which response
time is much slower.
Another beneficial use of the information obtained from operator usage logs includes the
determination of which system default response plans are rarely used by the operator as well as
which ones are frequently used. Additionally, default response plans which are modified most
often and least often may be easily determined. Results of this type of analysis could be
indicative of the fact that a default response plan for a specific incident is not as effective as a user
modified version. For this reason, the operators would always modify this response plan in the
event that this specific incident occurred. From this information, a recommendation could be
made that the particular default response plan be changed to the modified version most used by
the operators.
4.33.2 Revision
In order to revise operating procedures, several items must be considered. The first concerns the
authority necessary to make such changes. While the operator is free to modify a response plan
during the implementation of that response, these changes are temporary and do not affect the
default response plan called up upon future initiation of a specific incident. The revision of
procedures entails the permanent change of a default response plan or a response plan element.
Because this alteration is much more crucial than operator modifications, it may be necessary to
require this access to only supervisory and/or administrative personnel. This precaution could
help prevent unwarranted procedure changes as well as lack of change notification to
appropriate OCC staff.
For printed material, a revision log of some form should be utilized to account for all revisions.
This log should be attached to the procedure manual itself and should include the date and
nature of revision as well as the administrator who made the revision. Being attached to the
procedural manual will allow the user to be able to note changes that have been made.
Dependent upon the importance of the changes which have been made to the operating
procedures, the distribution of a memo or a supervisor announcement informing OCC personnel
of the changes may be necessary.
On-line operating procedures also mandate user awareness of revisions to a response plan or
response plan element. As previously discussed, an OCC memo or supervisor announcement
could be utilized as a means of informing operators of the changes to the response plans.
Another method, however, includes the use of dialog box on each operator's computer account.
When the operator logged on for a session immediately after the changes have been made, a
message would appear on the screen informing the operator of the alterations. This message
could include the date, the response plan or element affected, the nature of the change, and the
administrator responsible for making such a change. If the OCC finds it beneficial for operator
retention, this message could be designed to appear after log-in for a certain period of time after
the revision has been made.
Another similar method for informing operators of revisions in on-line procedure applications
includes the use of a dialog box which appears when the operator initiates the revised response
plan or response plan element. This notification would be much briefer than the previously
discussed notification scheme. It would simply include the nature of the changes and which
specific procedure steps were affected. It would also require the operator to click a button
acknowledging that s/he understands the changes. The reasoning behind this method lies in the
fact that an operator may not have the opportunity to use a specific response plan for a long
period of time. If a revision is made during that time period, the operator may forget the revision
by the time s/he actually has a need to use this response plan again. Thus, if a brief reminder in
the form of a dialog box appears on the screen the first time (or first several times) the operator
initiates this response plan after the revision has been made, the operator will better remember
the revisions and be able to implement them.
This type of notification could be custom designed for each operator system account. For
example, an operator who initiates a revised response plan the day after the revision was made,
would receive the brief dialog box at this time. If another operator did not initiate the same
revised response plan until several months later, s/he would receive the brief dialog box of his or
her system at that time. For even better operator comprehension, this dialog box could be used
in conjunction with the log-on dialog box described above.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions of This Research
5.1.1 Task Analysis Summary and Conclusions
The Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel system was analyzed from the human factors
engineering perspective of the function of the Operations Control Center. The system objectives,
modes of operation, and functions were determined and evaluated. Additionally, the equipment
of the CA/T was identified and grouped according to the system functions each particular
equipment configuration supported. Finally, the OCC tasks were identified, described in detail,
and grouped according to type. The final task analysis was utilized in identifying critical OCC
task operations and in constructing operational procedure guidelines.
The task analysis identified three primary task categories-routine, emergency, and special event.
It further broke these categories down into tasks specific to the type of operator in the OCC-
traffic operator, facility operator, or supervisor. From the task analysis, it is apparent that the
major duties of OCC monitoring and control will fall to the traffic operators. The facility operator
will have a smaller role, and the supervisor will have relatively larger role in coordinating the
responses of all other operators as well as providing backup to traffic and facility operators when
necessary.
5.1.2 Critical Operation Identification Summary and Conclusions
Primary sources of operator error in systems such as the CA/T OCC were identified and
classified into three major categories. These error categories comprised excessive operations,
absence of situational awareness, and lack of experience. Using the task analysis as a method of
identifying errors, the OCC tasks which pose potential for error during performance were
identified and listed according to error category. These tasks were utilized in the compilation of
example incident scenarios which demonstrated circumstances prone to operational error as
defined by the error categories.
5.1.3 Operating Procedure Guidelines Summary and Conclusions
Guidelines for the preparation of operating procedures for use by OCC operators during incident
management were developed. These guidelines were designed based on information from the
task analysis, anticipated critical operations, and human factors criteria and knowledge. Most
importantly, the guidelines were developed to be utilized in situations for which the OCC has no
previous experience. The guidelines were developed for the three primary aspects of procedure
writing-the information included, the format of presentation, and the method of evaluation and
revision.
The procedures were designed to encompass all levels of experience and knowledge; therefore,
they may be utilized by a wide range of human operators. A numbered list format consisting of
uniform iconic and symbolic text was designed to best assist the operator in understanding and
fulfilling the duties of the procedures. This format may be implemented into both a printed,
hard-copy medium as well as a computer-based medium. The evaluation and revision of the
operating procedures was suggested to be completed on an iterative basis in which data from
response plan use is stored in a log for later use in analyzing problems as well as strong points in
the human use of the procedures.
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The two major forms of procedures determined from this study include task-oriented and
symptom-oriented. Task-oriented procedures provide response plans for known tasks.
Symptomatic procedures provide the operator with a type of "map" to follow in order to
determine the abnormality present in the system. Symptom-oriented procedures are the form
that will be utilized in the occurrence of an event not before encountered. These events may be
characterized by missing or partial information.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research and Applications
The research undertaken in this investigation was contrived that it might be the basis of future
human factors design elements for the Central Artery/Tunnel. Such future research can provide
information and data for the further evaluation of the CA/T Operations Control Center in the
following areas:
* The estimation of operator workload: The task analysis can be used as a basis in matching
equipment functions with the required operator actions. By building on to this match-up,
a comparison of human capabilities with equipment demands can be completed.
* The design of control and display text, signals, and layouts for the OCC workstations: The
research in this study began examining the use of text, symbols, and graphics but for
application to the operating procedures only. Further research can begin the design of the
actual controls and displays in the OCC workstations. Task analysis and critical operation
identification can point to convenient and necessary groupings of equipment, controls, or
monitors to facilitate the response of the operator to OCC tasks.
* The determination of the requirements for OCC operators: The necessary skill level and
training requirements of the operator can be determined with help from the task analysis.
By utilizing task analysis, the duties of the operator and the skills necessary to perform
these duties may be determined. These required skills may then be analyzed to determine
the type and amount of training necessary. Also related would be the determination of
the optimum number of staffed operators that should be present in the OCC for best
results in operation.
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Appendix A:
Central Artery/Tunnel Task Analysis
A1 Task Description Table
Table A.1: Routine Traffic Operator Task Description Table
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Table A1.2: Routine Facility Operator Task Description Table
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Table A1.3: Routine Supervisor Task Description Table
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[ 2.1 Emergency Traffic Operator Tasks
Subtask
2.1.L1
Vehicle in Tunnel
to be Apprehended
by Police
Emergency Task
2.1.1.2
Emergency Vehicle
Plmflg Througlh
Tunner Emgency
Task
=~ ,
CA/T System Fire
Emergency Task
2.132
Abnormal Carbon
Monoxide Levels
Emergency Task
2.13.3
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Hydrocarbon
Levels Emergency
Task
Source Used to
Monitor Emergency
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* CCVE
* CA/T Intaul
Co.mmunicatln
(oatinuous)
* Dvim Stats Stams
(Pump/ainagse Device
wsru)
* HC Smers (via RTU)
* Exomnal Agcy
Communicatlons
· Vdide Detection Sys m
Response &
Actions) to be
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* Safe Air Envirount
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* Trafc to e routed
around or way from
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be rduced
* Sae Envlrnmnt o
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Termination
Meu to Control
Action(s)
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B06 im) warn
motorist of danger
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· CVE for operator to
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Table A1.4: Emergency Traffic Operator Task Description Table
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Task Name
21.1
External
Agency
Emergency
Tasks
2.1.2
Approaching
Overheight
Vehicle
Emergency
Task
Traffic-
Affected
Facilities
Emergency
Task
I
Unauthorized
Personnel
Emergaey Task
2A3.5
CA/T Syrtem
Power Fdue
Emergency Tuk
CA/T System
Structural Damage
Emergency Task
2.13.7
Abnormal Tunnel
Water Ievel
Emergency Task
2.141
Blocked lane or
Vehicle Breakdown
Emergency Task
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2.1.4
CA/T
Roadway
Traffic
Inddent
Emergency
Task
-
--- - -
2.1.4.Z
Vehicle Accident
Emergency Task
2.1.S.1
Field Device
Malfunction
Emergency Task
2.1.5.2
CCVE System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
2.1.5.3
Tunnel Lighting
System
alfunction
Emergency Task
2.1.6.1
Non-Hazardous
Debris or Spill
Emergency Task
2.1.6.2
Hazardous Debris
or ill Emergency
· Ly.'vb
* CA/T Intra
* VeideDtecti Syeem
* Bxa uan y
auuicatlan
* CCVE
* CA/T ntrnal
Comamunlcaton
* Device StatuS &sre(Rd Devias
· Rxmial A"eCaimudcatlon
· Local Reid Ctrolr
· Vilde Datelat systsm
* CCVE
* CA/T tental
Conmuncato
* Device Sttu Sre
(CCVEB amplmmts
* Extenal Agmcy
Commudicatioar
* CCVE
* CA/r Intnal
Communiaton
* Device Statu ee(Ughtng caponets)
* Extmal Agcy
Communlcations
* Vide Detection Syte
· CCVE
· CA/T Inteaal
Communication
(aontinuous)
. Vehiide Detection Syt
· Extanal agcy
cmnmumcations
· CCVE
* CA/T Intal
Communication
(antlnuous)
· Vdide Dtcton Syst
Extrnal agency
communiation
· oeaway to bedeared of dabied
~de or dade
Traffic to be routed
arod blaied lana
* Safe abvironmt to
the maintained for
motrits
· Pd Deviceto bepird
Safe Environmet to
bemnuend/
* Trfc flow to be
mantaied
. cC VsB=
· imp~ont tobe
repird (anwa,.
* Slf Srvr<XEtto
be mainilned/
.mtabibhd
. Roadway Monitorin
Compemition to be
provided 
* ughting 
cmponent to be
* Safe Envlrmnmmt to
be maintaidnd/
* Appropriate
Illumination to be
mantained/
rea shed
* Traflc flow to be
maintained
Debrs/pill to be
rmoved
* Traffic to be routed
woud d rl/pll if
· l vint to
the maintained for
motortt
D rl/spll to be
rmoved
· Trafficto be routed
ound dB/ pll If
the maintained for
motorists
· Spread ofhaurdou
material to be
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-f s warn
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* 11 Pt-
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vide. debris
· CVE to monitor
* Tol Bootb to contl
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* Local Reid Contrl
· bnrnnd Agemcyto
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* CA/T Maintunce
Pleommd to aust In
rairs
* AltwtTrafic
dircting method to
be mploed f
nozn
* CCVE Working
Camnuto
cmwpeate fo down
cmwa(s)
· rtmIal Ag y to
* CA/T Maintnrace
Peomel to aIet in
Wanir
* OCVE to mn
am'gcy rar
* l Amy to
* CA/T Mainteance
Pranmel to amt in
* Comnpunate for down
gshting with altanat
lighting source
· * Pd D evic (VMS,
BOS LUS, doisre
signal) warn
motorists to avoid
artain 1ne or
to",p
* E l agncy assist
(MS Fire, Pdlic.
etc)
* mrgncy Plat-
form/Staton to aaet
· CVE to monitor
* HAR mmage
* Toll Booth to control
traffic ow
· PRld Devi (VMS,
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signals) wan
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· HAR megse
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* Traffic flow h
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2.1.5
Roadway
Equipment
Emergency
Task
2.1.6
CA/T
Roadway
Debris or Spill
Emergency
Task
__I_ * CC_ _ · B L ____ · _I_ ___ _ _ _
_ 
_
.
....
_ . . I
. . _ . .
, , _
.
_c
2.2 Emergency Facility Operator Tasks
Subtask
2.2.31
Electrical Load
Distribution
System
alfunction
Emergency Task
2.2.3.2
Security System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
Network System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
2.23.4
Fiber Optic
Backbone System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
2.2.3.5
Communications
System
Mafunction
Emergency Task
2.2.3.6
Drainage System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
Sources Used to
Monitor Emergency
· CCVE
* CAr/Tnhtenal
Cnmtmlcatlmon
(andinuou)
· Device Sms Screms
(P*np/Drairge Device
K-)
· Tank Lav Ilndicta
· Extsrnl Agmcy
Comnuicatins
· CCVE
* CA/r Internal
Comunlcation
(continuou)
* Device tatus Srrms
(Pump/Draige md
Fan/Zone Device
* Extnl Amcy
Conmidcatilm
· CCVE
* CA/T ntnal
Commutication
Device Statu Saem
(Power qssostuts)
· Extnel Agmcy
Coaunmtctom
* CCVE
* CA/T hteal
Commnication
· Device Statu Soems
(SecuitySyut
cnponet)
* Extenl Agmcy
Crmiu catlons
* CCVE
· CA/Tlntrm l
Communlctlan
* Device Statu Sams
(Network System
* ExtenlAgency
Commemctlon
* CCVE
* CA/T Intenl
Comunicatlon
* Device Sta Soams
(Becbone cnponnts)
· Extetl Agancy
CAnunicatlons
* CCVE
* CA/T Intail
Communication
* Device Sta Sss(Communictios
componnts)
* Externs A"y
C.a~mwiiclons
* CCVE
* CA/T ternal
Commuication
* Devle Statu Seas(Drnage componts
* xtrnal AsCmdetmt
Response &
Action(s) to be
Controlled
Tank Lvls to be
dn nedto acoptabe
* S nvlrommnt to
belntidnd/
· Appoprite Drim
i bed i hnard
mtal tobe
prevtted (d
· Sf hvrmmnt to
be maintnd/
· Apptpr eikage
uJd Vetlgto to be
micee ·
omponnt to be
· Safe Environmt to
be maintined/
restabled
* SritySystem
ant onat to be
* Se Envlrnmt to
be maintned/
* Network Sem
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Fber Optic ckbone
system aDaytto
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bemintadned/
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* Appropriate ntrol
to be mntainted/
* Commumltlon
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be ropahed
· Sfe Envlment to
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* Appropriate
mMutnketlom to be
Drainage ystem
camponent o be
ir d (Pumps, Ot/
Water Separator it,
Se" Tank, Sump
Pit Res 0 Tank
HC Ses atc)
* Sel nvramnlmt to
rb aintainbedNmslh/
Termination
Mes to Control
Action(s)
* Pun to control
dreinae
crvstomonitor
· OCVE toAS t
* E ptcy to
* CA/T Pnel to
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m matr
· Vtilation Fas to
axird -
m-jal
* CCVE to mnitor
*=4;l A q to
· CA/T Psomtd to
... t
U.Vbonmio
* U;Vh to mnlr
emergency reir
Extenal Acy to
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Pa inel to assist in
vatxt
"-- '
· OCVE to monitor
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· Asency to
· CA/T Maintance
Pem el to uist in
* CCVEtomonitor
emgcy repair
*· Agncy toalt
* CA/T Mntenance
Pedonnl to ist in
Compate for down
network (move to
BOCC isnecesry)
* CCVE to monitor
eergeacy repir
* E l Agmcy to
aet
* CA/T M inte ce
Pnmind to mst in
* Compte for down
bdm (ove to
BOCC is nEuesy)
* CCVE to monitor
ngatc repair
· A gencyto
sudt
* CA/T Maintennce
Pesonnel to at in
repairs
Compat te by usin
back-up
axrmmuisation
* CCVE to mnitor
mnqgtcy repir
= Agnc to
-et
* CA/T Mainteanc
Preil to emast in
Crltera for
Completion
* Tank Lvls have
bea rd
*· Bhirmet is sfe
for motorist und
workers
* Drinage yrtan
operati norly
* Hazrdou deri has
bea clred o
* inv aonmt is sLfe
for motorist. end
O*! rta normally
Op.atlng normly
meanct L
Systm h ben
repired
nvvlrcment is safe
for motorist und
workers
· Sit ystemy has
been rqpired
· Environmat is safe
for motorist and
workas
* NehOk Sytm hs
bea ratred
* Enviromnt is safe
for motorist and
works
· Fber Optic Bckbone
System has been
Environm t is sfe
for motorists and
workas
* Comnma ctlons
System ha beam
rpaird
Environm t is safe
for motorist and
workers
Drainage System hs
bean repired
*· nvlnnmnt is safe
for motorists nd
workers
Table A1.5: Emergency Facility Operator Task Description Table
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Task Name
2.2.1
Abnormal
Water/Refuse
rank Levels
Emergency
Task
2.2.2
CA/T
Roadway
Hazardous
Spill or Debris
Decontam-
ination
Emergency
Task
2.2.3
Facility
Equipment
Malfunction
Emergency
Task
Y I
2=23.7
Fire Protection/
Detection Systems
Emergency'uk
2.23.8
Ventilation System
Malfunction
Emergency Task
* cArrtm
* Deia SU" Sam
(PaI -
. Tramunke
Ccmwnwicedm
CCVE
CA/r hItnl
Calmunicato
Deice Statm Scrow(Vtilation amnpnmt
ICumal Asena
C nmunmi
· RM I comlxo-
to bru
0~ Pm.ht
maud pul madm
dmfn, het ontrd
* nvBmmnt to
r /blihm
* Vdllatn ytmn
cmpamnt o be
rpaired (Fm..
Contrlms, 0
awrs, stc)
* S Air Envtirmndnt
tobe atetad
* CCVEto mmdtor
Perolno to at it
*· tVE to Udtor
em- mcy rpair
· qtAgcyto
ant
* CA/T Mantamn ce
Pcsuls to umist In
· Cmtn with
dditi ! _ _
* We Symn has bir
* lnum int safe
or monolm and
Worker
* Vtllatnm tSy n
h b rmredd
*· Hnv*rnnt is fe
for motod and
worlm
Table A1.6: Emergency Supervisor Task Description Table
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2.3 Emergency Supervisor Tasks
Response and Termination
Task Name Sour Used to Monitor Emergency Situation Criteria for Completion
2.3.1 * D Status n* Irt s no lr actved ar11 utilzd In * Opmt has t tatd bdnt
Emergency r. pn plm S qrvlor o 1inon that inddent
. CA/T listen QmO num as hadd/kMsMsd ~awyIndent -wthop r incidnt p t allowfor
Handling · say) rtIn An m or hddt
Supervision
Task
l I I
.
1 3.1 Special Event Traffic Operator Tasks
Sourc Uled to
Monitor Special Event
CA/T Inal
Co ummtactca (Toll
* VrldeDe.eion Systun
* Extenal agcy
omunuations
Saem Devm Status
· CCVE
* CA/T Intnal
Communication
· Vide Deteton Sytn
* Extrnal agncy
omm~latona
· CCVE
* CA/T nrnal
Conmurication
* Vhide Dalcon Sytnem
· Extnal agcy
· Device Statu Sam
· CCVE
* CA/T Internal
Cmmunication (Toll
Data)
· Vhide Dtection Syan
· xtEanl agncy
camiuniatiamt
· Devim Staa Sam
_ owr
* LALVB
· CA/T Intn
Cammnudcatlion
Vehicle Detection Syt
Extral agncy
cmmunltlan(wather advory, etc.))
* Sytem Dayice Status
c5- ( Inag% etc)
Response & Termination
Actionl) to be
* Sda unvbromunt to
themaintained for
* Caninum flow of
tffic to be
maintained
* Safe enironat to
the maintained for
* Traffic flow to be
routed around/away
from spidal v~aflde If
posible
· Safe envirom t to
the maintaind for
motarts
* Continuous flow of
traff to be
nmaintained
* Traflc flow to be
routed around/away
franm facty vnt
Safe nvironmat to
the intained for
motorits
* Continuous flow of
traffic to be
mntined
* am enviomnum t
the maintained for
motorists
* Contnuous flow of
traffic to be
maintined
Drainage Syan to
raneove exce water
wlthout becoa ng
oveladed
Man to Contrdl
Adctios(s)
· Fild D . (MS
BO6,LUS doue
a) warn
uwtwka - to avdd
cetain lan or
pre atoop
· rtmnal pey as"
(EIMS. r Polie.
et)
* I in Fat-
fan/Staton to ast
*· Cv itoo nt
low
* HAR msa,
Toll Boohe to atrol
traffic fow
· Dev Centrl and
Suat S rm to
mtrd fdlity syasm
lt ,LUS, daure
isal) wrn
motorists to avoid
crtain lna or
* =rto a.p
(EM P dic.
etc)
* imny Pat-fom/Staton to asiat
* CCVEto mnitor
fow
* HAR m usage
* Toll Booth to trol
traffic flow
Field Devia (VMS,
06S,LUS. daure
sinals) warn
motor to avoid
atin lan or
prpe to stop
· Eteu alacy st
(EMS Fi Podio,
etc)
* hnerny PIt-
formlSttlon to 'at
· CCVto mitor
flow
* HAR muage
* Toi Bothe to control
traffc flow
· Rid Devicas (VMS
BOS ,LUS, doure
dgal) warn
motorist to avid
rtain lana or
prpato op
xtrnal ancy ast
(EMS, Fi Police
Em cyq Plt-foSttion to sdts
* CCVEto montor
flow
* HAR maag
* Toll Booh to ntrol
trffic flow
_ ' L~,,yii_ ~tmoraw ! *ra U VMM
BS06 ,LUS doaure
snals) warn
motorits to avoid
atain lne or
P tO op
agncy asit
WMS. Fire, Poli, aete)
*· nergncy Plt-
form/Staton to at
· CCVEto monitor
fow
* HAR m e
Toll Booths to aotrol
tnffc flaow
* D e Cantrol and
Stau Sa m
* P·toa l Iwarflow
Criteria for
Completion
Peak Flow data
indlcats tat peak
flow i over
* Significant reduction
of traffic thruh
tunnel
*· Bvirament is afe
for motorit and
worken
* FaditySyaan
camponmt are
opermtin namally
* Traffic Flow has
returned to normal
* Spda veidde has
t tunnel and/or
CA/T ytan
* Fadity Event Ir
* Traffic Flow has
retuned to normal
*· nvironment is safe
for motorts
External vnt i over
* Significant reduction
is traffic flow
*· nvronmaut s safe
for motori
over
· Traffic flow ha
returned to nomal
· nvronment is afe
for motor and
* Faclty Sytan
Conponents(drainage Syam)
operating nrmlly
Table A1.7: Special Event Traffic Operator Task Description Table
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Task Name
3.1.1
Peak Traffic
Flow Periods
Special Event
Task
3.1.2
Special (Non-
Emergency)
Vehicle in or
Passing
Through
Tunnel
Task
3.1.3
Facility
Maintenance
or Cleaning
Affecting
Traffic Flow
Task
3.1.4
External
Event
Affecting
Traffic Flow
Task
3.1.5
Hazardous
Weather
Conditions
Task
Subtask
3.L5.1
Fboding Special
Event Task
I
111
3.1.5.2.
Snow, Blzard, or
Ice Special Event
Task
3.1.5.3
High Speed Winds,
Tornadoes,
Hurrianes Task
· CCVE
· CA/T hImal
* Vdd& Decion Syte
*· Rxtnal agTcy
(wea r advisry, tc)
* Sy Devi Sutu,
Sam -(Draag et)
* CCVE
* CA/T Intrunal
Cmnunctlon
. Vdide Dtetion Sytm
* xtnal ag y
commnilatis(wehe advisry, tc.)
*· Device Sta
Sa (Dramagss t)
· Sae avuLnmwt to
the marntand for
* Cnlnuas flow d
ffc to be
m aiained
* raMa S9Y to
renove es wate
without beming
ovloadd
* Sow/kh tobe
raoed frm and/or
oDmin rad
* Saf envlrnmet to
the mantaid forIorift
* Cnnuous flow d
traffc to be
r· Iom.esito
without becm Sin
ovdrlodd
*· iLd DVM (VM
06 ,WS daure
sluh) warn
motoits to avoid
oarta mes or
= to top
flow
* lAR y aNage
· Toll Booths to contrl
* evi Control andfSt ion to t
* Crew to rmodtww/lce
r/c
*· ild Devis (VMS
BOS6,L d .a.e
eu) wM.
motoritb to avoid
o'tai lh 1 or
· to p
ert.)
* %7ony t-
rm|tin to as"
CVE to monitor
flow
* HAR muge
* Toll Booths to xntrol
taflc fow
Device Control and
ats Sat
· Dra tupe lto
omm. Punfow
* Seve wtw b
*· ow/l is no longe
a thrt to motoi
* Trffic flow h
rtuned tD 'wrmal
*· virm nt Is safe
for motoris
* Fadlty Sin
(Drdae Symm)
purting normally
* Sow/loahabe
novd
* Save wath is
ove
Traffic flow ha
ratUnd to normal
*· nvbmnm t is safe
for motorists
* FdlitySytem
(dyoun Symn)(Draage System)
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l I ----- -- __ __
3.2 Special Event Facility Operator Tasks
Response Termination
Task Name Subtask Source Used to ActionW to be MeMS to Control Criteria for
Monitor Special Event Coatroled Adion(s) Completion
3.2.1 C A &twuiaimmlmorauiuwC * .mrh ryrodw d WhUFfrPdic bmarydibd
Facility cS ia * v "Mis
Maintenance coumm icatins t
or Cleaning · orm sha· c vsOmtod
Special Event Se rpdp
Task
3.22 '* ·~.L~ ~ ' ·''~ · ",--
Facilities c.Iiua mn a ) * Ihr n bmmt lsde
r * Ex1ir, * · qpiM fr e·t andEqupment a s tout rloutd
Testing Special · . sWsDlosm C· cvstomam
Event Task 
Table A1.8: Special Event Facility Operator Task Description Table
Table A1.9: Special Event Supervisor Task Description Table
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3.3 Special Event Supervisor Tasks
Response & Termination
Task Name Subtask Sources Used to Acton(s) to be M to Control Crter for
Monitor Special Event Controlled Action(s) Completion
33.1 D tuivtsno longeSwen do ll acdve
Special Event mpu uu n Op r tor hs
Handling · /=* · v l nt
Supervision cmua s (I- that nddat w
Task wtth apataer darge hdled/tmnated
Taskcially) ( dt pioriaty
allow for placmnt
ih Alarm or Incidet
3.3.2 A n HAR msa * Hghway * The isson haspeHihwayAdviory Advisr b rrdd d/or Advisy Radio aded fr th Uve
Special Radio a live HAR S e Areoucancmt
System Configuration Task ncn to be nd/ th Rording
mUde has aided for the
Device iecord Masage
Configuration 3.322 A mSagedsplayed * Supevisor VMS * Thenw VMS
VTask ariable Messag e hVariable e cigurton has
Task lb o ablrt TaskSign Configuratio n Mbue dddi eed S VMS d
and/or hangeld aontrla
M age to be
signed to a
partlar VMS
3.33 The curaent sttings Supvisor Aluarms, Thenow systan-wide
~Sytem-Wide Ifor the Syt-Wide Device Statu, and dbisply cafiguraton
Display are to be Sysmn Status Stcras has ben accepted
Corifiguration Task modifid (AlarmDiplays, Devic
Sttu Displays,Syn staus
3.3.4 * The utarrt ca * Sup rvi OveThad * Th new cm a
Overhead Monitor displays for the Miltar Sledtion lectiort has ben
Configuration Task Ovrhed Morntors I accepted and the
ne to be modified screm has ber elod
3.35 * Opmator/ur * Supvisor Profile * ThepAle
User Profile capabilitie require Cofiguration Ste modifictlo have
Configuration Task Modificatio be aepted
A2 CA/T OCC Expanded Task Analysis
Routine(Mrdmwt, DMuk
--
.
Figure A2.1: Central Artery/Tunnel Operations
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A3 Operator Functional Action-Decision Diagrams
Figure A3.1: Routine Traffic and Facility Operator Functional Action-Decision Diagram
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CA/T Systems Monitoring
* Status for which to Monitor:
* Devices to Monitor:
Incident Confirmation/Task Assignment
Receive Information
* Information to be Received:
* Source of Information
'Operator
Available
1 Yes o
Assign Task to Available
Operator/Operator Incident Queue
Figure A3.2: Routine Supervisor Functional Action-Decision Diagram
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Return to Routine Tasks
Figure A3.3: Emergency or Special Event Traffic and Facility Operator Functional Action-
Decision Diagram
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Response Plan Selection
Receive System Generated Response Plan
Choose Most Appropriate Plan for Emergency
or Special Event Classification
Incident Management
Carry Out Response Plan
Monitor Emergency/Special Event
* Sources Used to Monitor
Resolve Emergency/Special Event
* Action(s) to be Controlled
* Means to Control Action(s)
Complete Emergency/Special Event Task
Criteria for Completion
I Terminate Emergency Incident
.I
No Modify
occpt Ilan Necessary
Step(s)
V
I
Incident Management Supervision
Monitor Operator Handling of Emergency/Special Event
- Sources Used to Monitor
Inform
thatTei
has no
_ient Yes No
Unale tHad
Operator 
rmination I 0No e s
)t Occurred Yes
Nrator N 4 p th
hasTnirded > OperatorT>
No
inP
Yes
I Terminate Emergency Supervisor Task I Remove Task and Place in Alarm Queue I
.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Return to Routine Supervisor Tasks
Figure A3.4: Emergency or Special Event Supervisor Functional Action-Decision Diagram
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K-
eroute Control and
Response Plan to
Another Operator
Perform Emergen-
cy/Speclal Event
Operator Task
!
I I
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Appendix B:
Central Artery/Tunnel Operating Procedures
B1 Incident Scenario 1: High Carbon Monoxide Levels
(Symptom-Oriented)
Figure Bl.l: High Carbon Monoxide Levels, Unknown Cause (Top Level)
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CO Sensor Monitor"i--CHECK screen 17 WB for CO Levels >60ppm
[m OBSERVE ventilation Zone[ ) for CO-based control
Step Control Screens
L[i SCAN LocationTH via for traffic congestion
Ventilation Zon k hLi. OBSERVE t Fan Status Screens J for abnormal operation
Appropriate[ INITIATE Emergency /Termination
Task
r'j CHECKO Sensor MonitoringS HECK creen i for CO Levels >60ppm
CO SensorMoNtor[1.1] OPEN Screen i
(1.1.1) SELECT "entilation' from Window' Menu
(1.1.2) SELECT O -C Sensor from Devices MenMontorng Paner
(1.1.3) SELECT Zone 7iWB from Menu
[1.2] CHECK CO Levels .> 60ppm
(1.2.1) IF CO Levels .> 60ppm
THEN GO TOStep m
(1.2.2) IF CO Levels < 60ppm
THEN Supervisor CO Sensor
NOTIFY a ofMaintenance Alarm Malfunction
entilap Control Screen
[2.1] OPEN Control Screens
(2.1.1) SELECT "Ventilation" from WLindow" Menu
(2.1.2) SELECT Zone i7WB- from Screen
[2.2] OBSERVE that Zone 17-2 is in CO-based control
Figure B1.2: High Carbon Monoxide Levels, Unknown Cause (Lowest, Most Detailed Level)
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(2.2.1) IF Zone 3 is in Auto CO control
THEN I GOTOStep [i
(2.2.2) IF Zone 7 is NOT in Auto CO control
THEN
have beenOBSERVE ExhausfSteps appropriately adjusted
Suppl & have been(2.2.2.1) IF ExhausfSteps adjusted
THEN GOTO Step [l
Supply & have NOT
(2.2.2.2) IF ExhausfSteps been adjusted
THEN
PLACE Zone w in Control
at
2223 S PLACE sppl & appropriate(2.2.2.3) PLACE Exhausf Steps level
Suppl & CANNOT be(2.2.2.2) IF ExhausfSteps maintained
THEN GO TOStep El4
E1 SCAN Location TW via ( for traffic congestion
[3.1] VIEW 173 SE on Workstation Screen
(3.1.1) SELECT QCVE" from the "WindowMenu
(3.1.2) SELECT (,73 SEX from the Menu
[3.2] IF Heavy Congestion exists
THEN SCAN Adjacent fTHT EB or Source of
Locations Congestion
and GO TO Step [
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[3.3] IF NO Heavy Congestion exists
THEN IGO TOStep [
O] OBSERV E F FnStiatusScreens abnfor mal operationFan Status Screens
Fan 7SF-i 
[4.1] OBSERVE 17 17EF-ld for abnormal operation
Status Screens
(4.1.1) SELECT m'enilation' from the '.indow Menu
(4.1.2) SELECT Fan Status Screen from the evices' MenL
(4.1.3) SELECT Fans 7SF-, 7F, 7 IIEF ,
,EF-, and 7EF-ld
[4.2] IF Fan is malfunctioning
THENNIFY Supervisor &NOTIFY SMaintenanciso of MalfunctionMaintenance
[4.3] IF Fan is in Off" mode
THEN START Fan
and Step 3 ETURN TO
l~ INITIATE Emergency /Termination
Task
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B2 Incident Scenario 2: Vehicle Collision on Tunnel Roadway
(Task-Oriented)
Figure B2.1: Vehicle Collision on Tunnel Roadway (Top Level)
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[: MONITOR Location THTWB via (C 205 SE)
until Incident is Terminated
[J NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a.Police
b. IEMS 
L5J DISPATCH Emergency Response Team Ei
[J NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. I Regional OCC |
b. Radio Station I
mJ MONITOR Communications with Emergency Response Team
until Incident is Terminated
I CHANGE Traffic System Components to direct traffic flow
[J CONFIRM Incident Status Information is correct
IJ WHEN All Termination Criteria is met
TERMINATE Emergency Task
3 MONITOR Loation HT WB I via (C 205 SE)
until Incident is Terminated
[1.1] VIEW (C 205 SE) on Workstation Screen
(1.1.1) SELECT "QOVE" from the "Window" Men
(1.1.2) SELECT (C 205 SE) from the Menu
[1,2] MONITOR Location THT WB for Incident Status
mj NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. Police 
b. IEMS
[2.1] SELECT "oston Police Dept." from "Ljot-Lines" Menu
or
DEPRESS ( key on keyboard
[2.2] SELECT "Medical Team" from "Hot-Lines" Menu
or
DEPRESS F9 key) on keyboard
[ DISPATCH Emergency Response Team a
[3.1] NOTIFY Emergency Response Team
via Telephone
[3.2] VERIFY Emergency Response Team I
Has been dispatched
Figure B2.2: Vehicle Collision on Tunnel Roadway (Lowest, Most Detailed Level)
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[J NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. I Regional OCC I
b. I Radio Station I
[4.1] SELECT "Other Hot-Lines" from "Hot-Lines" Menu
and
SELECT "Regional OCC"
[4.2] SELECT "Other Hot-Lines" from "Hot-Lines" Menu
and
SELECT "Radio Stations"
[ MONITOR Communications with Emergency Response Team
until Incident is Terminated
mJ CHANGE Traffic System Components to direct traffic flow
[6.1] CHANGE All L in Left Ilane 90 feet
downstream of reference LUS1476 WBI
[6.2] CHANGE All I) between Location HTWB
and Emergency Response StationF6I
to Left Lane-Emergencv Vehicle Use Only
[6.3] CHANGE All X 100 feet downstream of
Location HT WB~ to I Prepare to Merge |
[6.4] BROADCAST QH Message #|17 "Lane Collision"
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| ] CONFIRM Incident Status Information is correct
[7.1] IF Incident Status Information is correct
THEN I Step ]
[7.2] IF Incident Status Information is NOT correct
THEN
SELECT (Update) button
and
CHANGE Necessary Information
[ WHEN All Termination Criteria is met
TERMINATE Emergency Task
[8.1] IF The following criteria have been met
a. Vehicle has been cleared from roadwa
b. I Emergency Response Team cleared ]
c. I External Agencies cleared of roadway 
d. ITraffic Flow returned to acceptable level J
e. I Environment has returned to safe level ]
THEN
TERMINATE Vehicle Collision Emergency Task
(8.1.1) SELECT (Terminat button
[8.2] IF Criteria of [8.1] has NOT been met
THEN Step a . RETURN TO 
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B3 Incident Scenario 3: Vehicle Collision with Fire on Tunnel
Roadway (Task-Oriented)
[m MONITOR Location THTWB I via (C 205 SE)
until Incident is Terminated
[m NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. Fire Department
b. Police I
c. EMS
iJ PLACE Ventilation Zone i in Response Plan Control
LI. DISPATCH Emergency Response Team
[i NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. Regional OCC |
b. Radio Station I
[] MONITOR Fire Department Hot-line
until Incident is Terminated
[J MONITOR Communications with Emergency Response Team
until Incident is Terminated
[J CHANGE Traffic System Components to direct traffic flow
[] CONFIRM Incident Status Information is correct
[[ WHEN All Termination Criteria is met
TERMINATE Emergency Task
Figure B3.1: Vehicle Collision with Fire on Tunnel Roadway (Top Level)
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3 MONITOR LocationT via CC 205 E1
until Incident is Terminated
[1.1] VIEW CC 205 SE) on Workstation Screen
(1.1.1) SELECT "CVE" from the""Window" Menu
(1.1.2) SELECT C 205 SE) from the Menu
[1.2] MONITOR Location THTWB for Incident Status
[J NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. Fire Department 
b. Police 
c. EMS l
[2.1] SELECT "Boston Fire Dept." from "Hot-Lines" Menu
or
DEPRESS ( IE on keyboard
[2.2] SELECT "Boston Police Dept." from "Hot-Lines" Menu
or
DEPRESS (F key on keyboard
[2.3] SELECT "Medical Team" from "IHot-Lines" Menu
or
DEPRESS F key) on keyboard
[2.4] IF External Agency requires Response Plan control
THEN
UPDATE Incident Status Information
and
MODIFY Response Plan
Figure B3.2: Vehicle Collision with Fire on Tunnel Roadway (Lowest, Most Detailed Level)
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I
[i PLACE Ventilation Zone [B21 in Response Plan Control
[3.1] OPEN ventilationZonI
Stop Control Screens
(3.1.1) SELECT 'yentilation' from "window' Menu
(3.1.2) SELECT Zone WB- from Screen
[3.2] PLACE Ventilation Zone i in Response Plan Control
(3.2.1) SELECT Response Plan Control from Screen
I~] DISPATCH Emergency Response Team WL
[3.1] NOTIFY Emergency Response Team r
via Telephone
[3.2] VERIFY Emergency Response Team 
Has been dispatched
[J NOTIFY the following external agencies:
a. Regional OCC
b. Radio Station
[4.1] SELECT "ther Hot-Lines" from "Hot-Lines" Menu
and
SELECT "Regional OCC"
[4.2] SELECT "ther Hot-Lines" from "Hiot-Lines" Menu
and
SELECT "Radio Stations"
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[] MONITOR Fire Department Hot-line
until Incident is Terminated
[I MONITOR Communications with Emergency Response Team
until Incident is Terminated
[] CHANGE Traffic System Components to direct traffic flow
[8.1] CHANGE All inl Left lane 90 feet
downstream of reference LUSI476 WB
[8.2] CHANGE All ~ between Location
and Emergency Response StationE 6L
to Left Lane-Emergency Vehicle Use Only
[8.3] CHANGE All V( 3 I feet downstream of
Location T to I Prepare to Mee I
[8.4] BROADCAST (ED Message #117 "Lane Collision"I
CONFIRM Incident Status Information is correct
[9.1] IF Incident Status Information is correct
THEN GO O Step 
[9.2] IF Incident Status Information is NOT correct
THEN
SELECT (Update) button
and
CHANGE Necessary Information
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Ei WHEN All Termination Criteria is met
TERMINATE Emergency Task
[10.1] IF The following criteria have been met
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
Vehicle has been cleared from roadway
Emergency Response Team cleared
External Agencies cleared of roadway
Traffic Flow returned to acceptable level
Environment has returned to safe level
THEN
TERMINATE Vehicle Collision Emergency Task
(10.1.1) SELECT (Termi button
[10.2] IF Criteria of [8.1] has NOT been met
THEN Step -i . RETURN To 
-105-
I
I
I
I
I
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